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Abstract 
Since the late 1960’s, the hydromechanical term turbulence has been a part of the business 
administration vocabulary, but until the late 1980’s and early 1990’s, a relatively small 
amount of research was dedicated to this field. These studies and more contemporary ones 
conclude that where the business environment is paradoxical and of fast-changing and cha-
otic nature, successful corporate strategies are shaped by strategic flexibility founded in high 
innovation rates, networks and alliances, and organisational elasticity and adaptiveness. 
From this perspective, the purpose of this study was to track and examine the strategy for-
mation processes of a company operating in a turbulent context, and to contribute to an 
understanding of how these turbulent conditions can be managed. The study was conducted 
with a hermeneutic, systems-oriented, longitudinal case-study method and with a context-
content-process perspective in which the process was the key factor.  
To a large extent, our conclusions coincide with those of other researchers. Forming multi-
dimensional networks and alliances coloured by voluntary initiatives and full attention seem 
to be an extremely important contribution to survival in turbulent contexts. Nevertheless, it 
is equally important to break up and build new alliances as the initial objectives of the ar-
rangement have expired or been reached. Furthermore, in contrast to other researchers’ ob-
servations, we conclude that high innovation rates do not necessarily lead to a greater po-
tential to be successful in a turbulent context. The issue is instead to present a product offer-
ing flexible in itself developed and marketed by a flexible organisation. Innovation rates are 
decided by self-initiated and unofficial activity on part of the r&d teams and other co-
workers, and management’s task is to facilitate for this corporate creativity to develop.  
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C h a p t e r  O n e  

I N T RO D U C T I O N  

he linguistic origin of the word turbulence is considered to lie 
in the Latin word turbulentia, which can be interpreted as 
anxiety or confusion (from turbulentus ‘anxious’, ‘stormy’, 

from turba ‘disorder’, ‘mess’), and is defined by Swedish National-
encyklopedin (2001) as “disordered (whirling) movement in running 
liquid or gas”1. The word was integrated in the Swedish language in 
1925, and it was originally used in hydromechanics to describe “a 
state of continuous instability” characterised by “irregularity in time 
and space”. Turbulence is generally undesirable, as, for example, a 
considerable amount of the fuel consumed by our means of trans-
portation is used up to overcome the resistance from turbulent cur-
rents. But turbulence can also be desired, and even created and 
maintained in various ways, since it can be used as a very effective 
means to transport or mix different qualities in a running fluid. (Na-
tionalencyklopedin, 2001) 

In the late 1960’s, the hydromechanical term turbulence 
took a leap into the world of economics and business administra-
tion, as it was conceptualised by Emery & Trist (1972; Mintzberg, 
1993). In their systems-theoretical view, complexity and dynamic 
change together tend to create turbulent fields which may become 
unpredictable due to pervasive and significant relevant uncertainties. 
Often, such situations are described as environments where “the 
ground is in motion”, where there are few if any stable structures 
which could potentially be the basis for understanding and projec-
tions of consequences of actions. In spite of this, the idea of an ever 
more uncertain and unpredictable industry environment – in fact a 
state of continuous instability – was not considered to collide with 
the basic premises of the established frameworks in strategic man-
agement (Chakravarthy, 1997), which have been criticised to as-
sume a gentle, simple and not very dynamic environment (Mintz-
berg, 1994; Chakravarthy, 1997).   

                                         
1 ”Oordnad (virvel)rörelse i strömmande vätska eller gas.” 

T 
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During the 1980’s and -90’s, some research focus was set on chaos 
and turbulence, and in particular how the confusing disorder may 
be avoided, since, just like in hydromechanics, turbulence was con-
sidered undesirable due to its uncontrollable ‘fuel consuming’ quali-
ties. The basic assumption was that there is always a fluctuation be-
tween longer periods of stability or equilibrium and short and radi-
cal periods of change (Romanelli & Tushman, 1994), and planning 
for the stable and predictable islands of time was therefore not a 
problem, the problem was to keep your head above the surface in 
the turbulent waters in between.  

Since the late 1990’s, researchers have assumed that the tur-
bulent state of some industry environments – such as infocom2 
(Chakravarthy, 1997) – is chronic. The telecommunications industry 
– part of the infocom industry, encompassing the movement of 
voice, video and data – bears according to Plunkett (2000) the char-
acteristics of a turbulent, continuously changing environment. At 
the moment, deteriorating international markets and the setbacks3 in 
the roll-outs of the next generation cellular phone networks, often 
dubbed 3g (Universal Mobile Telephone Standard, umts, in 
Europe), has resulted in a deep market downturn and a decreased 
growth rate, but above all, a period of ever more uncertainty (Web 
Site Gartner, 2002). When the 3g networks eventually will be built4, 
the industry will recover despite the delays (Web Site pa Consulting 
Group, 2002). This and other new technologies addressing the con-
vergence of the Internet, cellular phones and pcs, plus the increasing 
access options through wireless, fibre optic, satellite and xdsl, are 
creating opportunities, and telecom companies are racing to keep up 
(Plunkett, 2000).  

Furthermore, in any industry of assembled products, where 
no firm has a ‘lock’ on the market with a dominant design, it is 
fairly typical that the environment be encouraging to market entry 
by many companies (Utterback, 1994). The telecom industry – 
where new entities are formed daily – is no exception. However, due 
to capital and technical barriers, the smaller companies are being 
forced into alliances and mergers with the major players just as 
quickly (Plunkett, 2000). The ongoing deregulation of the telecom-

                                         
2 Abbreviation of Information and Communication comprising both telecom and datacom. 
3 After the 3G licence auctions, the operators simply lack the capital needed for further investments.   
4 It is assumed, by PA Consulting Group and others, that the 3G networks will be built largely because the orders have 
already been placed. 
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munications markets worldwide – e.g. the Local Loop Unbundling 
in the eu or the Telecommunications Act of 1996 in usa – also re-
sult in multiple market entries by new firms in terms of operators as 
well as equipment suppliers. 

Recent studies of industries like this, in which the ground is 
in motion, have resulted in a theoretical shift where new strategies 
(Eisenhardt & Brown, 1998), new organisational theories 
(Tetenbaum, 1998), or even new paradigms (Tetenbaum, 1998) 
have been developed. After completing a thorough literature study 
of this contemporary research, two business administration students 
at Linköping University concluded that where the environment is 
paradoxical, “fast-changing and of chaotic nature”, and where the 
changes are emergent and continuous, it is necessary to always strive 
for creating “dynamics and to build in an acceptance of change” 
(Hedlöf & Janson, 2000). Would an empirical study show similar 
results? Another general conclusion drawn from the contemporary 
strategic management research is that companies cannot manage 
turbulence, but they can cope with it (Chakravarthy, 1997; Eisen-
hardt & Brown, 1998). If there is a way of dealing with turbulence, 
can it, just like in hydromechanics, even be desired, created, and 
maintained as a means to develop strategic positions and competi-
tive advantages? 

P U R P O S E  O F  T H E  S T U D Y  

The ambition of this paper is to contribute to a greater comprehen-
sion of how turbulence can be strategically managed in order to cre-
ate competitive advantage. This leads us to two major purposes: 
 

o Track and examine the strategy formation processes of a 
company operating in a turbulent context.  
 

o Contribute to an understanding of how these turbulent con-
ditions can be managed. 

D E L I M I T A T I O N S  

This study follows a context-content-process perspective (Pettigrew, 
1992), in which the aforementioned processes are the key factor. 
For this reason, we have predetermined the context and the content. 
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In order to study the processes leading to the outcome of the prod-
uct Flexislic, released by Ericsson Components (later Microelec-
tronics) in 1997, as well as part of the effects of the release, the pre-
determined context of the study is Ericsson Microelectronics, Kista. 
The study is particularly centred in the company’s units operating in 
the pots5 equipment business within the global telecom industry. 
Other parts of the company or its environment will not be covered. 
The predetermined content is the company’s slic6 products, and 
other product areas will therefore not be covered.  

                                         
5 See CHAPTER FIVE or APPENDIX TWO for further explanation 
6 Ibid 
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C h a p t e r  Tw o  

M E T H O D O L O G Y  

ethod is a tool (Holme & Solvang, 1997), a way to help 
solve a problem and reach new knowledge. Knowledge in 
method gives us the foundation to systematically plan 

our work. It is important to let the problem area decide the choice 
of method. However, we all have basic values and a certain appre-
hension and understanding of the world surrounding us, which re-
flect our way of thinking and acting. These basic values affect us 
subconsciously, so when confronted with a new situation we never 
react without influence from earlier experiences. From this perspec-
tive, we find it important to try to illustrate how the research proce-
dure and the writing of this paper were carried through, both in 
terms of theoretical methodology as well as practical procedure. 
Hopefully, this will facilitate for the reader in following our reason-
ing throughout the report, and in forming his or her own opinion 
about our interpretations and conclusions. 

S C I E N T I F I C  A P P R O A C H  

Positivism versus Hermeneutics 

Patel and Davidsson (1994) describe two important approaches 
concerning people’s perception, conception and valuation of reality; 
positivism and hermeneutics. These two can be regarded as two 
fully different approaches dividing the scientific society in two parts. 
According to Andersson (1982) these two rather represent two to-
tally opposite world-view philosophies. Positivism means that there 
is only one true reality, conceived in the same way by every individ-
ual. The result of an investigation would therefore always be the 
same, no matter who is conducting it (Patel & Davidsson, 1991). 
Hermeneutics has its starting point in that each individual conceives 
the reality in different ways. There is no absolute truth true for eve-
ryone. This since every person interprets the environment in his or 
her own way, and therefore reaches his or her own conception of 
reality. A scientist should be open-minded and the purpose of a 

M
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study should be to increase the understanding of the subject studied. 
A hermeneutic scientist always approaches the object from his own 
pre-understanding, and the purpose is to understand actions and 
phenomena seen as comprehensive pictures and in relation to every-
thing that is known in the surroundings (Patel & Davidsson, 1991). 
The authors of this paper use a hermeneutic world-view. The re-
search work is based on the assumptions and interpretations of the 
authors, and the results presented at the very end of this paper 
should not be considered as an absolute truth. If this study were to 
be conducted by other researchers, the results of such a study could 
therefore be of a different character. This since different persons in-
terpret the world in different ways, and have different assumptions 
and experiences. 

Methodological Approach 

According to Arbnor & Bjerke (1994) there are three different 
methodological approaches: the analytical approach, the system ap-
proach, and the participant approach. In the analytical approach, 
the comprehensive picture is seen as them sum of the different parts. 
The different parts should be explained from verified assumptions, 
so-called hypotheses. Furthermore, knowledge should be totally in-
dependent from subjective experiences (Arbnor & Bjerke, 1994). 

In the system approach the basic assumption is that the real-
ity is objective, and that the comprehensive picture does not coin-
cide with the sum of the different parts. Furthermore, it explains the 
different parts with starting point in the characteristics of the com-
prehensive picture (Arbnor & Bjerke, 1994). 

The participant approach means that the comprehensive pic-
ture can be understood from the characteristics from the different 
parts. The comprehensive picture can only exist as a socially created 
structure of signification, and even reality is a social construction. 
Focus should be on the participants’ actions in a social context. Sys-
tematically characteristics are not considered as relevant (Arbnor & 
Bjerke, 1994). 

The methodological approach of this study is the system ap-
proach. This since the study was carried through focusing on one 
single company, and examining how different decisions have af-
fected the company’s strategies. The aim was also to trace strategy 
formation processes, searching for holistic rather than linear expla-
nations of these (Pettigrew, 1992). The aim of the system approach 
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to understand the different parts, i.e. the different decisions, with 
starting point in the comprehensive picture, i.e. the company, makes 
this approach the most suitable. Neither the analytical approach, 
nor the participant approach, was suitable for this kind of study. 
This since the aim was not to verify hypotheses or to be totally in-
dependent from subjective experiences as the analytical approach 
does argue, nor to focus on one single participant’s actions as the 
participants approach argues. Furthermore this study is not to be 
considered a socially constructed game. 

R E S E A R C H  W O R K  A P P R O A C H  

According to Mintzberg & McHugh (1984), tracking strategies (as 
defined later on in this paper) requires a longitudinal approach 
where processes in the past, present and future are studied. Actions 
and recurrent patterns in the processes are captured through a com-
bination of retrospective and real-time analysis, also known as the 
longitudinal case-study method (Pettigrew, 1992). This approach 
would coincide with Lekvall and Wahlbin’s (1993) notions of a case 
study, in which certain cases are studied thoroughly, as well as a 
time-sequence study, in which development is observed through a 
certain period of time. The temporal interconnectedness of such a 
study facilitates the understanding of the flow of events over time as 
‘‘the past is alive in the present and may shape the emerging future’’ 
(Pettigrew, 1992). The researcher has either to live with an organisa-
tion over time, or to reconstruct its behaviour after the fact (Mintz-
berg & McHugh, 1984). The former approach is discouraged by the 
fact that strategies can remain stable for long periods of time, and 
an historical reconstruction is therefore more practical.  

Studies can be categorised in quantitative and qualitative 
terms. According to Lekvall and Wahlbin (1993), the difference lies 
in which way the results are presented. The results of a quantitative 
study are expressed in numbers, while a qualitative study is nor-
mally not as structured as a quantitative study. Lundahl & Skärvad 
(1992) argue that the purpose with a qualitative study is to describe, 
analyse and understand the behaviour of a person or a group of per-
sons with focus on the object being studied. The qualitative study is 
therefore feasible with a hermeneutic scientific approach, and it is 
well suited when the ambition is to understand how structures 
within organisations are built. Subsequently, the methodology used 
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in this study accordingly proceeded in the following four steps 
(Mintzberg & McHugh, 1984): 

Step 1: Determining the Outcome 

After having defined and delimited the study, the researcher should 
decide when the observation is to be conducted, and who and what 
that should be observed. There are two basic types of selection --- 
probability selection and non-probability selection. Merriam (1994) 
suggests that a non-probability selection should be used when con-
ducting a qualitative study, which this study is. On an early stage 
the choice was made of where to conduct the study (the ‘case com-
pany’), as well as with whom to start the primary data collection 
(interviews). In some cases, the interviewees in turn suggested other 
persons to interview, which was also done. As a result, the selection 
was not always totally objective. On the other hand, the authors be-
lieve that these suggestions opened up for other people to take part 
in the interviews than what was initially planned for. 

Furthermore, to reduce complexity of a strategy process re-
search, Pettigrew (1992) suggests that the process analysis be linked 
to a predetermined outcome. A predetermined outcome simplifies 
the study by providing a focal point, an anchor for the whole inves-
tigation. After opening discussions, the focal point of this study was 
decided to be the second most recent product release of the com-
pany (Flexislic, publicly released in 1997). The reason for opting for 
the second most recent was the ambition to also study the effects of 
the outcome (which would have been impossible with the most re-
cent product Ringing Flexislic as it was released in December 
2001). 

Step 2: Collection of Data 

There are two different categories of data; primary and secondary 
data. Primary data is data collected in different ways by the investi-
gator himself in order to solve the problem of the investigation. The 
data can be collected using two different methods, either through 
observations or through interviews. Secondary data are data and in-
formation already available, created or collected earlier for another 
purpose than that of the current investigation. Information from or-
ganisations or from different public or commercial data-bases, arti-
cles and books, are examples of secondary data. 
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Pettigrew (1992) suggests that any strategy process research 
should strive for embeddedness; i.e. that processes are studied across 
a number of levels. The outer and inner contexts are equally impor-
tant. For this reason, this study began with the search for traces of 
decisions and actions taken by the organisation, mainly through 
secondary data taken from printed material and Internet sites. This 
data was then sorted into various strategy areas, as well as traces of 
external trends or events in the environment and indicators of per-
formance. To support or tear down the first analyses, and to bring 
depth to the study, several interviews were conducted with employ-
ees at various corporate levels. Patel and Davidsson (1991) argue 
that the purpose of the interview be presented to the interviewee. 
What the interviewee’s contribution will be used for and whether it 
is going to be confidential or not should also be clarified. Our belief 
is that our interviews met all these initial criteria. Furthermore, 
Lantz (1993) argues that there are two important issues to take into 
consideration when conducting an interview --- degree of standardi-
sation and degree of structurisation. Degree of standardisation ad-
dresses the extent to which the interviewer is free to (re)formulate 
and position the questions relatively during the interview. A low de-
gree of standardisation implies that the questions are formulated 
and positioned during the interview, all according to the inter-
viewee’s attitude and how the interview is proceeding. This means 
that the questions as well as the order in which they are asked may 
differ from one interview to another. A fully standardised interview 
represents, naturally, the other extreme. The predetermined ques-
tions are identical in wording and position no matter the inter-
viewee. This kind of interview is normally used when the purpose is 
to measure, compare, and generalise the results from various inter-
views (Lantz, 1993). The interviews used for this paper were exclu-
sively of an informal, conversational nature, and consequently with 
a very low degree of standardisation. The main reason for this was, 
at least initially, the authors’ comparatively limited knowledge 
about the industry and the company’s history. During the inter-
views, the interviewees were allowed to talk relatively freely, and 
were only guided ‘back on track’ when necessary. The second issue 
--- degree of structurisation --- addresses the level of freedom --- in 
terms of interpretation depending on attitude or previous experi-
ences --- the interviewee is given throughout the interview. An inter-
view with a high degree of structurisation does not allow the inter-
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viewee much freedom to answer, and the answers are often predict-
able (Lantz, 1993). As stated earlier, the interviewees were given the 
opportunity to talk freely during the interviews, and the ‘real’ ques-
tions being asked were few. The low degree of structurisation could 
possibly have led to misinterpretations, but the authors believe that 
this risk was eliminated by the conversational nature of the inter-
views. The interviewee himself usually corrected any misinterpreta-
tion. By this low-standard and low-structure approach, the authors 
are convinced that the largest amount of information possible has 
been extracted from the interviews.  

All interviews were documented using a tape recorder during 
the whole interview. The interviewers took additional notes when 
the interviewees used other expressions than words, or to, in some 
cases, clarify certain information. Immediately afterwards to the in-
terviews, these were written down, and superfluous information was 
removed. The result of the interview was then sent to the inter-
viewee for affirmation. This to ensure the interpretations made by 
the interviewers. A substantial amount of secondary information 
was also collected from the company’s market archive. Examples on 
such information are market reports, bcg matrices etc. 

Step 3: Inference of Strategies and Periods 

The search for recurrent patterns in the process, for structures and 
underlying logics without an assumption of predetermined and or-
dered timetables, sequences or stages, is the next step (Pettigrew, 
1992). For this study, the data on decisions and actions were ar-
ranged in chronological order, where possible plotted on common 
time scales, and analysed to infer patterns or consistency over time; 
i.e., strategies. The strategies were then represented in symbolic 
form, lined up on a common time scale, and scanned to infer dis-
tinct overall periods in the history of the organisation. The events 
presented represent a sample of indicators describing what hap-
pened over time. However, the events do not represent a random 
sample. 

Step 4: Theoretical Analysis 

The last step comprehends the interpretation of the study in concep-
tual terms (Mintzberg & McHugh, 1984). At this stage, issues such 
as the relationships between deliberate and emergent strategies and 
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the interplay of environment, leadership, and organisation were ex-
amined. 

C R I T I U E  O N  S O U R C E S  A N D  M E T H O D  

A common concern about case studies is that they provide little ba-
sis for scientific generalisation. Many argue that one cannot general-
ise from a single case. Case studies are generalisable to theoretical 
propositions and not to populations or universes. The case study 
does not represent a sample, and the investigator’s goal is to expand 
and generalise theories and not to enumerate frequencies (Leonard- 
Barton, 1990). Leonard-Barton (1990) argues that a single case 
study is subject to limits in generalisability and several potential bi-
ases, such as misjudging the representativeness of a single event, ex-
aggerating the salience of a datum because of its ready availability, 
or biasing estimates because of unconscious anchoring. 

Reliability & Validity 

The concept of reliability concerns to what extent the results of a 
study being the same if it was to be repeated by other researchers 
(Merriam, 1994). This is something relatively hard to fulfil since, as 
discussed earlier, different persons interpret information in different 
ways depending on social background, experiences etc. As is made 
clear by the discussion concerning methodological approach, it is of 
the authors’ opinion that the results and conclusions made in this 
paper could be different if conducted by other researchers. One fac-
tor affecting the reliability is the interviewees’ knowledge and their 
ability to give correct answers. The primary sources used in this pa-
per are all employees within Ericsson Microelectronics, and they all 
have been part of the organisation for several years. Every person 
involved in this paper has also been assigned on such positions 
within the organisation which make them interesting and of great 
importance for this paper. This should imply satisfying reliability of 
the primary sources. The fact that all interviewees are employees 
within the company could on the other hand imply achieved infor-
mation not always being completely true since it is human nature to 
exaggerate things close to oneself. This holds true especially on in-
formation concerning the r&d department, and the products and 
their characteristics. There is also a risk that the interviewers to 
some extent unconsciously have affected the answers from the inter-
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viewees, and asked leading questions. However, concerning the dis-
cussion earlier on, regarding the conversational nature of the inter-
views, it is of the authors’ opinion that such effects have been mini-
mised. Misinterpretations during the interview are another factor af-
fecting the reliability. As mentioned earlier, the interviews were 
documented by tape recorder, and the interviews were immediately 
afterwards written down. This in order to minimise the risk for mis-
interpretations. Another factor to take into consideration is the au-
thors’ lack of engineering knowledge. Since the industry in which 
the case company acts, belongs to one of the most technological in-
dustries there is, and the fact that the language being used, both by 
interviewees and in written material, is highly technological, the au-
thors have decided not to a greater extent question accuracy on 
given information. Finally, almost all the secondary sources, with 
few exceptions, are written in English. As English is not the mother 
tongue of any of the authors, this may imply that misinterpretations 
and misunderstandings could have been made unconsciously during 
the research work. However, despite these factors on possible mis-
understandings and misinterpretations, the authors believe that the 
reliability of this paper is satisfactory. 

Validity can be divided into inner and outer validity (Mer-
riam, 1994). Inner validity concerns to what extent the results coin-
cide with reality. Here the authors have selected which empirical 
data to collect, and interpreted the material in relation to own ex-
periences. The aim is to give the authors’ view of reality as seen 
from the interviewees’ point of view. Hence, the aim is not to pro-
vide an absolute truth. Outer validity concerns to what extent the 
results of the paper are possible to generalise in other contexts. It is 
not the aim of the authors to generalise the results for the whole ic 
market. The aim is purely to discuss similarities and dissimilarities 
from the results and the literature studied. 
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C h a p t e r  T h r e e  

I S  T H I S  E N V I RO N M E N T  
T U R B U L E N T ?  

s one of the ambitions of this study is to “track and examine 
the strategy formation processes of a company operating in 
a turbulent context”, we find it necessary to establish 

whether our company of choice really operates in a turbulent con-
text. For this purpose, we apply the environmental levels introduced 
by Emery & Trist (1972), in which four levels of environments have 
been isolated. 

Level 1 

The first level is called the placid, randomised environment. It is the 
simplest form of environmental texture in which goals and objec-
tives are relatively unchanging in themselves and randomly distrib-
uted. The classical market of economics corresponds to this type of 
environment. There is no distinction between tactics and strategy – 
the optimal strategy is just attempting to do one’s best on a purely 
local basis. Furthermore, the best tactic can only be learnt by trial 
and error. Under these conditions organisations can exist adaptively 
as single and rather small units. 

Level 2 

The second level is entitled placid, clustered environment. This is a 
more complicated – yet placid – environment, which can be charac-
terised in terms of clustering. Goals and objectives are not randomly 
distributed, but hang together in certain ways. It corresponds to the 
economics term of imperfect competition. Strategy is distinguished 
from tactics – what the organisation knows about its environment 
becomes crucial for survival. Attempting to achieve an objective 
may lead into areas of danger, while avoiding a difficult issue may 
lead away from potentially rewarding areas. In a clustered environ-
ment the relevant objective is that of optimal location, some posi-
tions being discernible as potentially richer than others. Concentra-
tion of resources, subordination to the main plan, and the develop-

A 
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ment of a distinctive competence are required to reach the strategic 
objective. Because of this, organisations under these conditions tend 
to grow in size and also to become hierarchical, with a tendency to-
wards centralised control and co-ordination. 

Level 3 

The third level – disturbed-reactive environment – would corre-
spond to the oligopoly of economics. Basically it is a level 2 envi-
ronment within which there are a number of similar organisations, 
and this becomes the dominant characteristic of the environmental 
field. Each organisation has to consider that what it knows can also 
be known by the other organisations. Where the organisation wants 
to move in the long run is also where the others will move. Each or-
ganisation will wish to improve its own chances by hindering the 
others, and each will know that the others must not only wish to do 
likewise, but also know that each knows this. The organisational re-
sponse is that of operation, meaning a planned series of tactical ini-
tiatives, calculated reactions by others, and counteractions. The re-
quired flexibility encourages a certain decentralisation and also puts 
a premium on quality and speed of decision at various peripheral 
points. It is now more important to define the organisational objec-
tive in terms of ability to make and meet competitive challenge, i.e. 
not focusing so much on location, but on capacity or power to move 
more or less at will. 

Level 4 

The fourth level, the most complex of the environments, is called 
turbulent fields. Dynamic processes arise from the field itself, and 
create significant variances for the organisations. Like the level 3 
environment, and unlike the level 1 and 2 environments, level 4 is a 
dynamic environment. Unlike level 3, the dynamic properties do not 
arise simply from the interaction of the organisations, but also from 
the field itself. The very ground is in motion. Three trends contrib-
ute to the emergence of these dynamic field forces: 

 
o The growth to meet level 3 conditions of organisations, and 

linked sets of organisations, so large that their actions are 
both persistent and strong enough to induce original proc-
esses in the environment. 
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o The deepening interdependence between the economic and 

other facets of the society. This means that economic organi-
sations are increasingly involved in legislation and public 
regulation. 
 

o The increasing reliance on research and development to 
achieve the capacity to meet competitive challenge. This 
leads to a situation in which a change gradient is continu-
ously present in the environmental field. 

 
For organisations, these trends mean an augmented relevant uncer-
tainty, in which individual organisations, no matter the size, cannot 
expect to adapt successfully simply through their own direct actions.   

The Actual Environment 

In the light of these levels of environments, how may the environ-
ment of Ericsson Microelectronics’ slic operations be categorised? 
Considering the aforementioned descriptions, one is inclined to 
think of the actual settings as a level 4 environment for a number of 
reasons: 

The slic market is global, and a large player like Ericsson 
Microelectronics is forced to maintain co-ordinated operations and 
facilities across the world (Web Site Ericsson Microelectronics, 
2002). This would exclude the level 1 environment, where compa-
nies are acting on a local, trial-and-error basis, from the discussion.  

The second level – the placid, clustered environment – holds 
many things in common with the environment of Ericsson Microe-
lectronics’ slic operations. The environment is clearly clustered, as 
related businesses and competitors are abundant in the Stockholm 
area (where the majority of the Ericsson Microelectronics r&d, de-
sign, and manufacturing facilities, along with the hq, are located), 
as well as in other cluster areas with similar characteristics. The 
complexity of this environment is partly demonstrated by the multi-
tude of second-source arrangements and other agreements by which 
operations are carried through (e.g. Kretsbilder, 1992; Trends, 
Problems and Opportunities 1988, 1987). However, according to 
Emery & Trist (1965), the players in such an environment act more 
or less placidly when trying to achieve the so-called optimal loca-
tion. This is not the case on the global slic industry, where the 
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players act all but kindly. Almost every second-source agreement or 
reference design arrangement is entered with the fear that the sec-
ond-source company eventually will close the doors and become 
first-source, or that the design is copied (e.g. Trends, Problems and 
Opportunities 1988, 1987; esp 94, 1994). Law suits regarding cop-
ied or stolen manufacturing processes and technologies are in fact 
abundant (Heimar & Nilsson, 2001).  

As for the third level of environment, the global slic indus-
try does bear the characteristics of an oligopoly with dynamic prop-
erties. As discussed earlier, new market entrants posing a viable 
threat to the incumbents’ oligopoly are formed daily, encouraged by 
the specific market conditions and opportunities.  But due to capital 
and technical barriers, the smaller companies are forced into alli-
ances and mergers with the major players just as quickly (Plunkett, 
2000). In 1996, the six largest players were controlling virtually 
100% of the global slic market (esp 98, 1998), and since then, the 
market has remained extremely concentrated through acquisitions 
and reorganisations.  

However, there are dynamic processes that arise from the 
environment itself, and not only from the interaction of the organi-
sations. One force creating these turbulent fields is the deepening in-
terdependence between companies and other parts of the society, 
demonstrated in the pots equipment industry by the aforemen-
tioned telecommunications market deregulations, or the antitrust 
suit by the us government against at&t which split the gigantic 
company in eight parts in 1984 (Web Site American Telephone & 
Telegraph, 2002). Another force is the increasing reliance on r&d to 
gain competitive advantages. Generally, it is considered that a new 
product innovation by one or a few firms results in a temporary 
monopoly situation with high unit profit margins and prices (Utter-
back, 1994). This temporary monopoly is then torn down piece by 
piece by new entrants with variations of the product. Markets en-
tries and the total number of players will then increase up to a cer-
tain point in time where a dominant product design appears, caus-
ing a rapid shake-out of the players with alternative solutions (the 
vast majority), and a somewhat solid ground and more stable condi-
tions for the remaining companies. This, according to Utterback 
(1994), seems to be the case in any market of assembled products, 
ranging from typewriters, cars, picture tubes, disk drives, to elec-
tronics calculators. However, the exception that proves the rule is 
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the integrated circuit (ic) industry (Utterback, 1994). Flaherty (from 
Utterback, 1994) suggests that no one product can be easily consid-
ered a dominant design in this industry, and no firm has been able 
to maintain a leadership position from one generation to another. 
Based on this industry, Kodama (from Utterback, 1994) introduced 
the concept of surf riding. If one company leads the race in genera-
tion i, it will not lead in the generation ii. Having lost that one, 
however, it may attempt to strike back in the contest for generation 
iii or iv, where the leader of generation ii will not likely figure as a 
prominent competitor. The fact that ics continue to change substan-
tially from generation to generation leads to market uncertainty and 
large amounts of market entries and exits (Flaherty, from Utterback, 
1994). It also puts an ever increasing pressure on the companies’ 
r&d units to keep up the surf riding and – the analogy sustained – 
to be prepared for the large waves. 

Closing this chapter, we conclude that there are elements of 
at least three of the depicted environment levels in the global slic 
industry and the environment of Ericsson Microelectronics’ slic op-
erations. However, as the discussion above establishes, the environ-
ment corresponds best to the fourth level – a turbulent field. 
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C h a p t e r  F o u r  

F R A M E  O F  R E F E R E N C E  

trategy and strategy formation is generally looked upon from 
two different angles. Theorists argue whether strategy forma-
tion should be more deliberate or more emergent, and at the 

extremes we identify the so-called planning and incrementalism per-
spectives (de Wit & Meyer, 1998). From a planner’s point of view, 
organisations should strive to make strategy in a highly deliberate 
way, by first formulating thorough plans, and only then implement-
ing them. Strategy formation is defined with regard to intention 
(Mintzberg & McHugh, 1984). At the other extreme, the incremen-
talists argue that in reality most strategy formation is of an emergent 
character, and that organisations should facilitate this messy, frag-
mented, piecemeal formation process (de Wit & Meyer, 1998). 
Strategy formation is defined with respect to realisation (Mintzberg 
& McHugh, 1984). With these highly incompatible definitions of 
strategy in mind, we wish to reveal our point of view. 

Commonly, the term strategy is used to describe an observed 
consistency in behaviour with regard to some issue, and it is almost 
always defined formally with regard to intention. However, the ob-
servations are based on patterns in actions, to which intentions are 
imputed. But who can be sure what the real intentions are/were? 
Even the most detailed plans may be fantasies or simply ploys to 
fool competition (Mintzberg & McHugh, 1984).   

Our belief is that there is no such thing as a purely deliberate 
(intentions realised precisely) strategy formation. All voluntary stra-
tegic decisions and actions cannot be premeditated, since this would 
imply that the planner has psychic abilities when envisioning the un-
certain future. As economic theorist Brian j. Loasby put it: 

  
If choice is real the future cannot be certain; if the future is cer-
tain, there can be no choice.  

b. j. Loasby (from Pettigrew, 1992) 

 
There is always room for choices in an uncertain future. However, 
we also believe that a purely emergent (total absence of intentions in 

S 
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spite of patterns) strategy formation cannot exist either. Intended 
strategies are the basic – but not sacred – guidelines in strategy for-
mation. A realised strategy is formed by an intended strategy – 
which partly may turn out unrealised – and an emergent strategy.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Basic Forms of Strategy Formation 

(modified from de Wit & Meyer, 1998, and Mintzberg & McHugh, 1984) 

 
Organisations sometimes formulate strategies, other times strategies 
just form organisations (Mintzberg & McHugh, 1984). From this 
perspective, the researcher is able to track strategies empirically and 
distinguish deliberate strategies from emergent. Finally, for this pa-
per, we use the Mintzberg & McHugh definition of strategy: 

 
…strategy [is] a pattern in a stream of decisions or actions.  

h. Mintzberg & a. McHugh (1984) 
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C H A O S  A N D  C O M P L E X I T Y  T H E O R Y  

 
Planning could not learn.  

h. Mintzberg (1994) 

 
Chaos theorists argue that the organisational world in some cases 
appears to be so turbulent and chaotic that it is not possible to pre-
dict what will happen or when. This makes the traditional ap-
proaches in strategic management less appropriate.  

Many authors argue that one way of coping with turbulence 
and uncertainty is by creating learning organisations. According to 
Mintzberg (1994) “we think in order to act, to be sure, but we also 
act in order to think”. We try things, and those experiments that 
work converge gradually into viable patterns that become strategies. 
This is the very essence of strategy making as a learning process (de 
Wit & Meyer, 1998). 

Senge (1990) argues that in an increasingly dynamic, inter-
dependent, and unpredictable world, it is simply no longer possible 
for anyone to “figure it all out at the top”. The old model, “the top 
thinks and the local acts”, must now give way to integrating think-
ing and acting at all levels. 

According to Senge (1990), the first stage in moving toward 
learning organisations is adaptiveness. But an organisation should 
just not learn to adapt and respond to environmental changes; it 
must also learn to be generative, to expand the capability. Organisa-
tions should therefore focus on generative learning, which is about 
creating, as well as adaptive learning, which is about coping. 

He further argues that generative learning requires new ways 
of looking at the world, whether in understanding customers or in 
understanding how to better manage a business (Senge, 1990). 

According to Johnson & Scholes (1997), planning with fixed 
objectives (top management strategy formation) is no longer the so-
lution. The solution is to develop pluralistic organisations where dif-
ferent ideas and views are welcomed. This is more likely to take 
place where informality, networks of working relationships, and 
dialogue are to be found. When this is done, a learning organisation 
is capable of benefiting from the variety of knowledge, experience 
and skills of individuals through a culture, which encourages mutual 
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questioning, and challenge around a shared purpose or vision (John-
son & Scholes, 1997). 

Chaos Theory 

To better understand how companies can cope with turbulence one 
has to start with the chaos theory. The linguistic significance of 
chaos is “total and wild disorder”7 (Nordstedts Svenska Ordbok, 
1996), which also in much characterises a turbulent environment. 
Therefore, studying the chaos theory of natural sciences can facili-
tate the understanding of how organisations deal with a turbulent 
environment. For most people chaos is equal to something confus-
ing, messed up and tumultuous. Tetenbaum (1998) describes chaos 
as an unpredictable, complex, and orderly disorder, in which pat-
terns of behaviour develop in irregular, but similar forms.  

According to Stacey (1993), chaos is a form of instability 
where the specific long-term future is unknowable. Chaos in its sci-
entific sense is an irregular pattern of behaviour generated by well-
defined non-linear feedback rules commonly found in nature and 
human society. Such systems are highly sensitive to small changes in 
their environments, and can be amplified into vicious circles that 
completely alter the behaviour of the system. In other words, the 
system’s future is dependent on what it does, what the systems con-
stituting its environments do, and upon chance. In the long-term, fu-
ture development is completely unpredictable, but over short term, 
it is possible to predict behaviour since it takes time for the conse-
quences of small changes to build up. 

Furthermore, Stacey (1992) argues that chaos consists of 
two parameters – unpredictability and hidden patterns. Unpredict-
ability since chaos is a system highly sensitive to changes, which 
may mean that small changes can cause huge effects. There is often 
also a missing link between cause and effect, which can be trouble-
some for organisations that are used to planning and controlling 
their operations and strategies. Long-term predictability is near zero, 
and only short-run outcomes can be predicted. This makes the fu-
ture that organisations are confronted with highly unpredictable. 

While chaos means disorder and randomness in the behav-
iour of a system at the specific level, it also means that there is a 
qualitative pattern at a general, overall level. The hidden patterns 

                                         
7
 “Total och vild oordning” 
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are unique and different, but also of common features belonging to 
a certain category. Even though certain patterns can be recognised, 
still every part is unique in itself. This is very well characterised by 
snowflakes. Every snowflake is unique and different, but they all 
have identical features, which make them snowflakes. These hidden 
patterns in some way control the system (Stacey, 1992). Stacey 
(1993) means that in business we recognise patterns of boom and 
recession, but each time they are different in specific terms, defying 
all attempts to predict them. These recognisable patterns make it 
possible for humans to cope with chaos. 

Complexity Theory 

The spin-off of chaos theory in a business administration context is 
called the complexity theory. This theory sees organisations as 
highly complex systems in which the best way to achieve best con-
trol possible is to balance on the edge of chaos. I.e. neither too much 
restrictions nor total chaos is desirable (Eisenhardt & Brown, 1998). 
An organisation consists of people, and people do not act in the 
same way regardless the situation, but adapt to the present situa-
tion. Therefore, an organisation must be regarded as complex (Sta-
cey, 1992). The system is self-organising, i.e. people act in the way 
they feel right, and know how and when to change things, and do 
so. By doing so, they find order in their chaos (Eisenhardt & Brown, 
1998). The complexity theory helps to understand how an organisa-
tion must change to be able to deal with its turbulent environment, 
since it connects change, chaos, and the organisation. Relationships 
in complex systems are non-linear and made up of interconnections 
and branching choices. These produce unintended consequences and 
render the universe unpredictable. Organisations are example of 
such complex systems (Tetenbaum, 1998).  

In the traditional world of Newton, relationships between 
cause and effect are simple, clear and linear. In that world workers 
engage in routine work on a specific site, during a specific shift, and 
under close supervision. Such an organisational model, wholly con-
sistent with ensuring regularity, predictability, and efficiency is no 
longer of interest. In the new non-linear world of work, workers can 
be located anywhere and can conduct much of their work anytime 
(Tetenbaum, 1998). 

Senge (1990) argues that some types of complexity are more 
strategically important than others types. Detail complexity arises 
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when there are many variables. Dynamic complexity arises when 
cause and effect are distant in time and space, and when the conse-
quences over time of interventions are subtle and not obvious to 
many participants in the system. The leverage in most management 
situations lies in understanding dynamic complexity, not detail 
complexity. 

So how can companies deal with this uncertainty which 
characterises a turbulent and chaotic environment? Researchers ar-
gue, (e.g Mintzberg, 1994), that strategic planning is not an alterna-
tive in a turbulent environment. He argues that one of the fallacious 
assumptions of strategic planning is that prediction is possible (the 
other two assumptions are that strategists can be detached from the 
subjects of their strategies, and that the strategy-making process can 
be formalised, however these assumptions will not be discussed in 
this paper). He continues that strategic planning assumes that the 
world holds still while a plan is being implemented. Certain repeti-
tive patterns, such as seasons, may be predictable. But the forecast-
ing of discontinuities, such as technological innovation or a price in-
crease, is impossible. (de Wit & Meyer, 1998). 
 Also Stacey (1993) argues that as the long-term future of a 
creative organisation is absolutely unknowable, and no one can in-
tend its future direction over the long-term or be in control of it, 
long-term plans and visions of future states in such systems can be 
only but illusions. 

8  S T E P S  T O  C R E A T E  O R D E R  O U T  O F  C H A O S  

Regarding the discussion made above, Stacey has with starting point 
in the complexity theory, developed eight steps on how to create or-
der out of chaos. These eight steps were introduced in the article 
Strategy as Order Emerging from Chaos (Stacey, 1993), and are 
presented below.  
 

o Develop new perspectives on the meaning of control. Self-
organising processes can produce controlled behaviour even 
though no one is in control – sometimes the best thing a 
manager can do is to let go and allow things to happen.  

 
o Design the use of power. The kind of group dynamics that 

are conducive to complex learning occur when open ques-
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tioning and public testing of assertions are encouraged. Peo-
ple must alternate between conflict and consensus, and con-
fusion and clarity. 

 
o Encourage self-organising groups. A group will be self-

organising only if it discovers its own challenges, goals, and 
objectives. Such groups need to be formed spontaneously – 
the role of the top manager is only to create the atmosphere 
in which this can happen. When top managers do this they 
must avoid setting objectives for the group to reach. Instead 
they must take the chance that the group may produce pro-
posals they do not approve of. 

 
o Provoke multiple cultures. One way of provoking new per-

spectives is to rotate people between functions and business 
units. The motive is to create cultural diversity.  

 
o Present ambiguous challenges instead of clear long-term ob-

jectives or visions. Problems without objectives should be in-
tentionally posed to provoke the emotion and conflict that 
lead to active search for new ways of doing things.  

 
o Expose the business to challenging situations. Managers 

who avoid taking chances face the certainty of stagnation 
and therefore the high probability of collapse in the long 
term. This because innovation depends significantly on 
chance. Running for cover because the future is uncertain is 
in the long run the riskiest response of all. Instead, managers 
must intentionally expose themselves to the most challenging 
of situations.  

 
o Devote explicit attention to improving group learning skills. 

New strategic directions emerge when groups of managers 
learn together in the sense of questioning deeply held beliefs 
and altering existing mental models rather than simply ab-
sorbing existing bodies of knowledge and sets of techniques.  

 
o Create resource slack. New strategic directions emerge when 

the attitudes and behaviour of managers create an atmos-
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phere favourable to individual initiative and intuition, and to 
learning in groups. 

S T R A T E G I C  F L E X I B I L I T Y  

Yet another way for a company to achieve competitive advantage in 
a turbulent environment, which is achieved by employing the eight 
steps of Stacey, is to create strategic flexibility. According to Vol-
berda (1997) strategic flexibility is a company’s ability to respond to 
different possibilities in a dynamic environment. This means that the 
organisation continuously revises the current strategy, the assets 
within the company, and the organisation’s culture. This leads to 
faster and more efficient developments of products and new market 
segments. 

External Factors 

To achieve strategic flexibility an organisation needs to be flexible 
within different areas, both internally and externally (Volberda, 
1997). The most important external factors are suppliers and alli-
ances. Flexibility towards suppliers means not being dependent on 
one single supplier; instead an organisation should have a network 
of several suppliers. Networks and alliances with other organisa-
tions lead to flexibility through, for example, borrowing skills from 
other companies when needed (Sanchez, 1997). 

Preece (1995) suggests that there are three ways of concep-
tualising strategic alliances – by focusing on either the organisa-
tional structures of alliances (joint ventures, minority-equity, licens-
ing etc.), the functions of alliances (market access, technology 
development, risk sharing etc.), or the objectives behind the 
formation of alliances. While both structural and functional issues 
are important, Preece (1995) argues that the objectives “have the 
greatest impact on the overall strategic direction and future 
organisational capabilities of the firm”, and should therefore be 
dedicated special attention when studying strategic alliances.  

According to Preece (1995), the first strategic objective is 
learning. The goal is to obtain/interchange knowledge and needed 
know-how concerning for example new technologies, markets, and 
management. The positive aspects are that the learning process can 
be very inexpensive and efficient, but if one of the partners lacks 
learning motives, the efforts to learn made by the other party may 
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be misinterpreted as offensive moves, which in turn may lead to 
conflicts. Furthermore, the alliance partners must have an organisa-
tional ability to learn and a willingness to allow interorganisational 
learning.  

The second objective is leaning, in which the goal is to re-
place certain value-chain activities, in which the partner is special-
ised, or to fill in infrastructural gaps. Preece (1995) argues that lean-
ing potentially leads to advantages in terms of specialisation skills 
and core competence, or lower costs on lower value-added value-
chain activities. The negative effect, however, is that replacing a 
value-chain activity implies that the employees engaged in that activ-
ity either leave the company or are reassigned to other activities. As 
the know-how about that activity disappears from the company, the 
dependency on the partner grows. Furthermore, moving for instance 
production resources physically far away from research and design 
functions may lead to inefficiency and slower response times. Fi-
nally, the risk of creating a competitor when handing over produc-
tion processes is great.  

Leveraging is the third objective. The goal is to integrate the 
firms operations with a partner’s in a joint effort to compete with a 
wider portfolio of resources. This is common in industries where the 
competitive structure requires a critical mass in terms of for example 
market reach, r&d expenditures, or product offerings. The positive 
effects are naturally a brand new portfolio of resources, with which 
the partners can act as larger players. Preece (1995) comments that 
the largest problem with this kind of partnership is that a giant 
structure with multiple management layers often causes bureaucracy 
and organisational apathy and stagnation.  

The fourth objective is linking, in which the goal is to estab-
lish closer links with suppliers and customers, a ‘diet’ version of ver-
tical integration. The positive aspects are that vertical activities be-
come better and closer co-ordinated, and as the relationship is tight-
ened, the sharing of information, specifications, and expertise result 
in shorter lead times, higher quality, and greater control in the 
manufacturing process. The negative effect is that the partners be-
come less flexible, and in a market downturn, it is very difficult – if 
not impossible – to cut the strings (Preece 1995). 

Leaping can be another objective. The goal is to virtually 
jump into an entirely new market area, be it for example in terms of 
technologies, cultures, or geographic regions. Barriers surrounding 
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these areas are successfully leapt over with the aid of the partner. At 
first hand, this objective is quite similar to the learning and leverag-
ing objectives. Preece (1995) remarks, however, that under these cir-
cumstances, there is generally no desire to internalise the expertise 
of the partner, nor does the leaping represent any core competence 
thrust. The positive effects are naturally that the company’s universe 
expands, and new market opportunities emerge. On the negative 
side, we find possible cultural incompatibility. Although this is a 
negative implication in every international strategic alliance, Preece 
(1995) argues that it is especially difficult to overcome when the 
partners normally operate in radically different market areas. 

Finally, locking out is the last objective. The goal is to re-
duce competitive pressure from non-partners in a joint effort, and 
the objective is thereby basically very similar to the leveraging objec-
tive. However, Preece (1995) distinguishes this last objective by 
highlighting the fact that while the leveraging objective enables 
companies to open the door and seek new market opportunities, 
locking out is about closing the door and preserving the already ex-
isting advantages. The obvious positive effect is that the partners 
may enjoy a competitive shield, a pause in the fierce competitive 
war. The primary negative effect is that the positive effects are only 
temporary. Many locking-out alliances have been split up by anti-
trust suits as they have grown too dominant. A fake sense of secu-
rity can also emerge within the partnership, leaving the partners 
vulnerable to more innovative and agile competitors (Preece, 1995). 

Internal Factors 

According to Das & Elango (1995), the internal factors for achiev-
ing strategic flexibility are flexibility in production, product design, 
flexible employees, and a flexible organisational structure. Accord-
ing to Sanchez (1997), flexible organisational structure facilitates 
the possibility to sense the market and to react on changes in the en-
vironment better than the competitors. 

Sanchez (1997) argues that companies obtain strategic flexi-
bility through making resources more easily moved, which facilitates 
quick answers on current possibilities and threats within the envi-
ronment of the organisation. To posses strategic flexibility also de-
mands gathering more information on the environment and to have 
a broad knowledge base within the organisation. 
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Volberda (1997) suggests that innovative companies can 
more easily than other companies create strategic flexibility through 
a flexible organisational structure. This since innovative companies 
continuously are seeking new changes. Hence, innovative companies 
more easily achieve organisational flexibility, and for companies to 
be innovative, they need to develop and support corporate creativity 
(Robinson & Stern, 1997).  

Robinson & Stern’s (1997), definition of the term corporate 
creativity states that 

 
… a company is creative when its employees do something new 
and potentially useful without being directly shown or taught. 

a. g. Robinson & s. Stern (1997) 

 
The “new and potentially useful” can be either improvements 
(changes to previous activities) or innovations (entirely new activi-
ties), but who will be involved in a creative act, what it will be, and 
when and how it will occur can never be known in advance (Robin-
son & Stern, 1997). If this is true, then any preconceptions a com-
pany holds on the who, what, when, or how will inevitably close all 
doors to potential sources of creativity. This No-Preconceptions 
Principle (Robinson & Stern, 1997) seems to reduce any corporate 
creativity management to a pointless – if not counterproductive – 
waste of time and money. It also implies that even such a well-
known and widely spread creativity method like brainstorming ac-
tually limits people’s creativity. However, Robinson & Stern (1997) 
argue that there are ways to manage corporate creativity, and they 
present six elements (reduced to five in this paper as elements 2 and 
3 were joint) which may serve as guidelines for the progress to 
higher levels of creative performance.   
 

o Alignment. Many aspects of a company’s performance de-
pend on its alignment – the degree to which the interest and 
actions of every individual meet the organisation’s key goals 
– but creativity is the most sensitive to it (Robinson & Stern, 
1997). Without realising the value of a strong alignment and 
then taking the appropriate measures to ensure it, an organi-
sation cannot be consistently creative. 
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o Self-Initiated and Unofficial Activity. Most unexpected crea-
tive acts come from self-initiated, unofficial activity, origi-
nated by people’s natural desire to be creative and carried 
through without direct official support. According to Robin-
son & Stern (1997), it is all a matter of unleashing what is 
already there, making a place for unofficial activity, and 
then providing a system for responding to employee ideas. 
Unofficial activity can serve as a safe haven for ideas, and 
the company may end up getting more from its employees 
than it could reasonably ask for. However, it is of utmost 
importance that the responding system be carefully designed, 
because “a bad system will beat a good person every time” 
(Russian physicist, from Robinson & Stern, 1997). 

 
o Serendipity. Robinson & Stern (1997) believe that serendip-

ity – a fortunate accident that meets with sagacity (keenness 
of insight) – plays a role in every creative act, and that every 
organisation can do much to promote it. For instance, by 
encouraging experimentation and altering with a ‘just do it’ 
attitude, more potentially fortunate accidents will occur. Be-
yond this, an organisation also has to increase the likelihood 
of potentially fortunate accidents meeting with sagacity, 
which would mean deliberately creating redundancy – un-
used human potential for change. 

 
o Diverse Stimuli. A stimulus either provides fresh insight into 

something a person has already set out to do or bumps that 
person into something completely unanticipated. Robinson 
& Stern (1997) argue that it is impossible to predict how an 
individual will react to any particular stimulus, and what 
provokes one person may not even be noticed by another. 
However, most creative acts come as a result of stimuli that 
arise in the course of work or daily life, so rather than to 
bring diverse stimuli to its employees, an organisation 
should help employees find stimuli and then put them to use 
in the company. 

 
o Within-Company Communication. One of the things that 

seems to happen naturally at smaller companies but not so 
easily at larger ones is within-company communication. 
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Every organisation has official channels of communication, 
but according to Robinson & Stern (1997), these channels 
are of limited usefulness for creativity. Since the majority of 
creative acts are unplanned, they often must bring people 
and information together in ways that cannot be anticipated. 
It is precisely these unanticipated exchanges of information – 
exchanges that allow projects that have not been planned to 
self-organise – which occur so easily in smaller companies. 
The larger the company, the more likely it is that the com-
ponents of potential creative acts will be present within it, 
but the less likely it is that they will come together without 
help. There are two ways an organisation company can 
promote these unanticipated communications. It can provide 
opportunities for employees who do not normally interact 
with each other to meet. And it can ensure that all employ-
ees have enough understanding of how the organisation 
works to be able to tap its resources and expertise.  
 

Some companies introduce new technology quickly in order to ob-
tain flexibility in their product creation. These companies also try to 
aggressively compete with their own products, which means a 
higher innovation rate within the organisation.  

According to Van den Ven & Garud (1994), the dynamics 
that govern technical change can be explained as a social evolution-
ary process of variation, selection, and retention. Variation is the 
creation of a new technology. Selection occurs principally through 
competition among the alternative new forms that exist, and actors 
in the environment select those forms which optimise or are best 
suited to the resource base of an environmental niche. Retention in-
volves the forces that perpetuate and maintain certain technical 
forms that were selected in the past. The temporal relation among 
variation, selection and retention is either viewed as a continuous 
and gradual process, or as a punctuated equilibrium.  

This model assumes that long periods of small, incremental 
change are interrupted by brief periods of discontinuous, radical 
change. Brown & Eisenhardt (1997) argue that the central argument 
of the punctuated equilibrium model is that change oscillates be-
tween long periods of stability and short bursts of radical change 
that fundamentally alter an industry. This expansive era closes when 
social and political dynamics select a dominant product design from 
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among competing alternatives. The selected dominant design subse-
quently evolves through a relatively long retention period of incre-
mental process improvements, which, in turn, is interrupted by the 
next technological discontinuity or round of product innovation 
(Van den Ven & Garud, 1994). 

The process of variation, selection, and retention has typi-
cally been treated as a simple linear sequence of three discrete 
events. Firstly a random event occurs in which a new technology is 
created. This is followed by a selection event in which an environ-
mental agent chooses the variation over competing alternatives. Af-
ter this the selected variation is progressively reinformed through re-
tention processes of incremental improvements and diffusion. This 
sequence is not repeated until another major technological disconti-
nuity arises (Van den Ven & Garud, 1994).  

Van den Ven and Garud (1994) argue that to describe and 
explain how innovations emerge, social evolutionary processes are 
better viewed as a cumulative progression of numerous interrelated 
acts of variation, selection, and retention over an extended period of 
time. They suggest that a better understanding of the process of 
novelty can be obtained when the evolutionary concepts of varia-
tion, selection, and retention are defined as small individual events, 
rather than as greater steps of evolution. 

Brown & Eisenhardt (1994) have found, in contrast with the 
punctuated equilibrium model, that many firms compete by chang-
ing continuously. They mean that successful companies in fast 
changing environments blend limited structure around responsibili-
ties and priorities with extensive communication and design free-
dom to create improvisation within current projects. This combina-
tion is neither so structured that change cannot occur nor so un-
structured that chaos ensues. Furthermore, successful companies 
rely on a wide variety of low-cost probes into the future, including 
experimental products, futurists, and strategic alliances. 

 According to Brown & Eisenhardt (1994), the key to a suc-
cessful product innovation is building on the past, i.e. capitalising 
what the company does well. They also argue that looking to the fu-
ture, i.e. having a vision for the company in the future, is equally 
important as building on the past.  

Finally, successful companies link present projects to future 
ones through rhythmic transitions from one project to the next, cre-
ating an almost seamless switch between the different projects. This 
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means launching new products at a certain rate (every 12 months 
for example). The ability to change rapidly and continuously, espe-
cially by continuous product innovation and developing new prod-
ucts, is not only a core competence, it is a crucial capability for sur-
vival in a turbulent environment (Brown & Eisenhardt, 1994). 

 Generally, it is considered that a new product innovation by 
one or a few firms results in a temporary monopoly situation with 
high unit profit margins and prices (Utterback, 1994). This tempo-
rary monopoly is then torn down piece by piece by new entrants 
with variations of the product. Markets entries and the total number 
of players will then increase up to a certain point in time where a 
dominant product design appears, causing a rapid shake-out of the 
players with alternative solutions (the vast majority), and a some-
what solid ground and more stable conditions for the remaining 
companies. This, according to Utterback (1994), seems to be the 
case in any market of assembled products, ranging from typewriters, 
cars, picture tubes, disk drives, to electronics calculators.  

However, the exception that proves the rule is the integrated 
circuit (ic) industry (Utterback, 1994). Flaherty (from Utterback, 
1994) suggests that no one product can be easily considered a 
dominant design in this industry, and no firm has been able to main-
tain a leadership position from one generation to another. Based on 
this industry, Kodama (from Utterback, 1994) introduced the con-
cept of surf riding. If one company leads the race in generation i, it 
will not lead in the generation ii. Having lost that one, however, it 
may attempt to strike back in the contest for generation iii or iv, 
where the leader of generation ii will not likely figure as a promi-
nent competitor. The fact that ics continue to change substantially 
from generation to generation leads to market uncertainty and large 
amounts of market entries and exits (Flaherty, from Utterback, 
1994). It also puts an ever increasing pressure on the companies’ 
r&d units to keep up the surf riding and – the analogy sustained – 
to be prepared for the large waves. 

Disadvantages 

There are however some disadvantages concerning strategic flexibil-
ity (Das & Elango, 1995): 

 

o Strategic flexibility is very expensive 
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o Creates more stress among the employees 

 
o The organisation lacks in focus 

 
Continuously learning new things and not creating any assured rou-
tines can cause increased stress. The company can also loose focus 
on its core competencies by continuously adapting to changes in the 
environment. This demands a clear management of the development 
of the company. 

In turbulent environments, strategic flexibility is the optimal 
thing since the gain from the flexibility is greater than the increased 
costs. 
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C h a p t e r  F i v e  

E M P I R I C A L  F I N D I N G S  

s described earlier, the predetermined outcome of this study 
is Flexislic, released by Ericsson Components in 1997. In an 
effort to make the following chapters comprehensible, we 

wish to introduce a (very) basic telephone network tutorial.    
The telephone network – often dubbed the Public Switched 

Telephone Network (pstn) – starts in the household. A pair of cop-
per wires runs from a box at the road to an entrance bridge at the 
household. From there the pair of wires is connected to each phone 
jack in the house. From the box at the road runs a thick cable 
packed with 100 or more copper pairs. (Web Site How Stuff Works, 
2002) Depending on where the subscriber is located, this thick cable 
will either run directly to the telephone company’s switch in the area 
– the Central Office (co) – or to a box about the size of a refrigera-
tor that acts as a digital concentrator – the Digital Loop Carrier 
(dlc). The dlc digitises the voice and then combines it with hun-
dreds of others before sending them all down a single wire – usually 
a coaxial or a fibre-optic cable – to the co (Bhardwaj, 1999).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Public Switched Telephone Network 

 
If the subscriber is part of an internal telephone network, which 
would be the case in a company or an organisation, the internal and 

A 
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external calls are handled by a Private Exchange Branch (pbx) 
switch (Web Site Ericsson, 2002). Either way, each subscriber line 
connects into a line card at the switch, so that a dial tone is heard 
when the phone is picked up. In most modern line cards, the heart is 
an ic called Subscriber Line Interface Circuit (slic) which, along 
with a coding and decoding ic known as the line codec, or slac, 
performs the line card functions (Bhardwaj, 1999). 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
FlexiSLIC assembled on a line card 

(Courtesy of Ericsson Microelectronics) 

P R O L O G U E  

The company was originally established as Rifa Aktiebolag in 1942, 
with the mission to manufacture resistors and capacitors for the 
Swedish radio industry during World War ii. In 1947, Rifa was in-
corporated by Telefonaktiebolaget lm Ericsson. (Web Site Ericsson 
Microelectronics, 2002). Rifa later turned into Ericsson Compo-
nents (1988) and Ericsson Microelectronics (2000). 

Over the years, the company grew to be a global enterprise 
with operations, such as design, manufacturing and marketing of 
microelectronic components. These components are used in applica-
tions such as mobile phones, radio base stations, and 
switches/routers throughout the infocom industry. Manufacturing is 
carried out at facilities in Stockholm and Kalmar in Sweden, in usa, 
as well as in China. The company’s design centres are located in 
Stockholm and Linköping in Sweden, Norway, uk, and usa, and 
sales activities are spread throughout the world. r&d forms a large 
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part of the organisation’s infrastructure, as every fifth employee at 
Ericsson Microelectronics is involved in r&d. In 1999 the number 
of employees was approximately 2,500. 

The organisation of Ericsson Microelectronics is currently 
divided into five different business units, of which Microsystems is 
one. Microsystems is in turn divided into three units – two business 
operations and one integrated r&d unit. The business operation re-
sponsible for the slic business of the company has bore quite a 
number of labels throughout the period of study, but the current 
name is Broadband Solutions. The unit employs 25-30 persons.  

In order to simplify the reading of this paper, the corporate 
name (e.g. Rifa) will be used consequently instead of mixing corpo-
rate, division, and business unit names. Our belief is, however, that 
this will not affect our analyses and conclusions. 

S T A G E  1 :  T H E  C H I L D H O O D  1 9 7 9 - 1 9 8 5  

This longitudinal study starts at the end of the 1970’s, when Ellem-
tel, a joint venture between Ericsson Telecom and the Swedish in-
cumbent telephone company Televerket (later Telia) defined and 
specified the design of an integrated slic/slac8 solution for the 
aca29 line card project (Kretsbilder, 1992). Two major semiconduc-
tor manufacturers – Rifa and Advanced Micro Devices (amd) – 
were contacted to independently develop the solutions, and at Rifa, 
the hybrid-component division was assigned to the project. In order 
for Ellemtel to avoid the risk of ending up with only one supplier, 
which then would have gained a too dominant position, the tech-
nologies were to be mutually exchanged between the contenders.  

In the early 1980’s, silicon was introduced in the industry. 
Rifa then launched a completely new business division, a silicon cir-
cuit division, alongside its two other business divisions, the capaci-
tor division and the hybrid-component division (Kretsbilder, 1992). 
At this stage, the hybrid-component division and the pioneering sili-
con circuit division were both more or less engaged in the Ellemtel 
funded r&d process. According to the interviewees, Rifa developed 
the most sophisticated slic solution, while amd came up with a bet-
ter slac solution. The technologies were interchanged as stipulated, 
but the partnership proved to be hard to handle since both parties 

                                         
8 See APPENDIX TWO for further explanation. 
9 In previous line card technology, as well as in the first ACA line card project, transformer solutions had been used. 
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lacked the resources to keep the cooperation going (Trends, Prob-
lems and Opportunities 1988, 1987). 

Sometime around 1983-84, the first slic based line card was 
tested, and in 1984, a hybrid-component three-chip monolith solu-
tion for Private Branch Exchange (pbx) line cards was delivered in-
ternally to Ericsson Business Communications. However, the next 
generation was a fully integrated silicon slic – pbl 3790 – delivered 
exclusively to Ericsson Telecom, and from there on the aca2 slic 
project was dominated by the silicon circuit division.  

In 1985, Ericsson Telecom signed a huge system contract 
with the British incumbent telephone operator British Telecom (bt). 
However, the contract stipulated that the slics be delivered by the 
British semiconductor manufacturer Plessey, so the technology and 
design for a derivate from the 379x series – pbl 3735 – was there-
fore handed over to Plessey by Rifa. One effect from this second-
source arrangement was, to a certain extent, an organisational 
transparency between the competitors, which enabled Rifa to study 
Plessey’s recently launched product design program. The program 
implied that a new product design be introduced each week. The de-
sign and market introduction costs for this were estimated to gbp 
150,000 per product, or about gbp 7.2 million annually (Trends, 
Problems and Opportunities 1988, 1987). As the British company 
had a total turnaround of approximately gbp 72 million, where 
70% of the income was generated through the second-source slic 
sales, the Plessey program made a lame impression on the service-
oriented Rifa managers. 

 
Many products do not necessarily lead to high profits. We found 
it better to be great in service than having a great number of 
products.  

l. Bergendahl (Trends, Problems and Opportunities 1988, 1987) 

S T A G E  2 :  T H E  A D O L E S C E N C E  1 9 8 5 - 1 9 9 4  

According to one of the interviewees, part of the Rifa culture was to 
always strive for the external markets. Developing products that 
would attract customers in terms of price and performance outside 
Ericsson was a way of justifying the very existence of the company. 
As the r&d process for the aca2 project was coming to an end, the 
then ceo of the company Lars Ramqvist declared that the slic 
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business would take this step as well. At this time, the telecom in-
dustry was dominated by a small number of large players, all with 
in-house semiconductor manufacturers, such as Alcatel, Motorola, 
Siemens, Harris, and at&t. Basically the only stand-alone key player 
was amd, which during this period enjoyed some of the best sales 
years in company history (Web Site Advanced Micro Devices, 
2002). As for the national telephone markets, they were regulated 
monopolies operated by the incumbent companies. This altogether 
severely reduced the external market, but by then a very fortunate 
window was opening up in the west.    

In the late 1970’s and early 1980’s, the American incumbent 
telephone company, American Telephone & Telegraph (at&t), was 
an integrated telecommunications services and equipment company 
(much like Swedish Telia and Ericsson under the same roof). In 
1984, at&t broke up into eight companies by an agreement between 
the company and the us Department of Justice. This was the end of 
a ten year old antitrust suit by the us government against at&t 
meant to separate the local exchanges from the rest of the company 
(long distance, manufacturing, research and development). The re-
sult was a new at&t, and seven Regional Bell Operating Companies 
(collectively, the rbocs, or Baby Bells). (Web Site American Tele-
phone & Telegraph, 2002) 

at&t’s manufacturing operations – recast as at&t Network 
Systems – now faced the transition from monopoly to competition, 
and other manufacturers competed for their business. Ericsson Tele-
com made efforts to enter the market with the axe exchanges for the 
co market (and Rifa went along, at least indirectly with the ‘usa 
slic’ pbl 3795), but there were impediments. The Federal Commu-
nications Commission (fcc) standards were relatively demanding10, 
and Ericsson’s systems – as well as Rifa’s slics – could not meet 
these standards. According to the interviewees, this was the main 
reason why the Ericsson platform never triumphed on the American 
market, where at&t Network Systems managed to continue as mar-
ket leader (Web Site American Telephone & Telegraph, 2002).  

Sometime around 1985, the constructors at Rifa initiated the 
development of derivates from the 379x series intended for other 
system suppliers – competitors to Ericsson – in the us. This was a 
completely self-funded project (as opposed to the aca2 commission 

                                         
10 Telephone wires in USA often run great distances alongside electrical cables, which create enormous magnetic fields, 
and such conditions require extremely high-performing communications equipment. 
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financed by Ellemtel), and the r&d and construction teams were di-
vided into two sub-teams; those working towards the parent com-
pany, and those developing slics for the external market. 

1986-87 were the years of the “strange bedfellows” in the 
microelectronics industry (Trends, Problems and Opportunities 
1988, 1987). Among the most remarkable were the merger between 
Italian sgs Microelettronica and French Thomson Semiconducteurs 
– forming a super-group almost as big as the American and Japanese 
counterparts – and the amd acquisition of Monolithic Memories. 
Rifa initiated a second-source partnership with Texas Instruments 
(ti), by which Rifa was given access to both ti processes and prod-
ucts. There were also signs of a beginning market shake-out, with 
expected strong growth and profitability ahead for the survivors 
(Trends, Problems and Opportunities 1988, 1987).  

Internally, managers at Rifa were attracted by the notions of 
Supply Chain Management, as the “arrowheads into the customers’ 
network” (salespeople) were encouraged to look “as far upstream as 
possible” and to probe the customer’s customer in order to give ac-
curate reports and forecasts (Trends, Problems and Opportunities 
1988, 1987). From the early 1980’s, the deeply rooted telecom 
expertise within the company had been combined with an 
increasingly solid silicon know-how, and in 1988, the silicon 
expertise had grown to be the core competence of the company. In a 
rationalisation effort, the internationally acknowledged capacitor 
division, along with the corporate name Rifa, was sold to the 
Finnish company Finvest Oy (Web Site Evox-Rifa, 2002). A new 
name – Ericsson Components – was acquired, and resources were 
reallocated to the silicon circuit division.  

In March the same year, the formal decision about the first 
external slic releases was taken. With a relatively small investment 
(sek 1.8 million in 1988), Components sought to profit from the in-
vestments already made when developing pbl 3795 by offering the 
external co market free derivates (Projektunderlag, 1988). The 
slics were free in the sense that they were not bundled with any 
specific line cards, but due to the fact that the 379x series had been 
developed in close relation with Ericsson, the slics had to be aimed 
at system suppliers with solutions similar to the parent company’s 
platform. This reduced the prospect base, but on the other hand, 
one of the interviewees stresses that without Ericsson paying for 
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technology r&d and construction and providing the essential system 
expertise, there would not have been any slics at all.   

The new slics were high-end, i.e. more advanced in terms of 
performance, and the fcc standards were no longer an obstacle. In 
order for the products to meet European and Far Eastern standards 
as well, thereby assuring a larger geographical coverage, three sepa-
rate products were developed; pbl 3796 (North America), pbl 3798 
(uk and Australia, and high-end pbxs) and pbl 3799 (Europe and 
Far East, and high-end pbxs). The overall goal was in general terms 
to increase the external sales (by approximately sek 50 million per 
year), and in particular to achieve 10% market share on the Ameri-
can market and to penetrate European key accounts to achieve 50% 
of their slic consumption (Projektunderlag, 1988).   

 On a global scale, the bow was less bent. Competition on 
the free market was steadily increasing, and Motorola was consid-
ered to be the most aggressive competitor (Projektunderlag, 1988). 
Harris, which by the time was completing the acquisition of General 
Electric’s semiconductor operations, which more than doubled the 
size of the company’s existing semiconductor business (Web Site 
Harris Corporation, 2002), and thus significantly expanded its par-
ticipation in commercial semiconductor telecom markets, was an-
other strong player. In Europe, both Siemens and Alcatel were com-
pleting reorganisations, giving birth to the focused and to some ex-
tent externally oriented groups of Siemens Semiconductors and Al-
catel Mietec (Web Sites Siemens and Alcatel Microelectronics, 
2002).   

A bcg matrix in Projektunderlag (1988) reveals that in five 
years time, the three slics would still be dogs in the Rifa product 
portfolio, although with somewhat increased market shares.  

In congruence with the aforementioned strategic ambitions 
of increased external sales and us market share, another slic for the 
external market – pbl 3764 – was derived from the aca2 project 
parallel with the 379x projects. This high-end slic was theoretically 
adaptable to all switches (co and pbx), but in practice, costly ad-
justments had to be made for every co application, and thus, when 
it was publicly released in 1989, pbl 3764 was mainly a pbx slic. 

At the same time, the newly opened American market was 
ever more attractive, and the number of minor line card suppliers 
was steadily rising. The subscriber stock – private as well as corpo-
rate – was growing as well, and in order to increase capacity the 
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American operators introduced the relatively low-cost Digital Loop 
Carrier (dlc) system. Instead of a long distance copper wire solu-
tion (from a large co to the subscriber or pbx), a smaller exchange – 
dlc – was set up in between.  

As the dlc and pbx systems are very similar, Components 
decided to change market target for pbl 3764. By then the players 
on the global semiconductor market all rushed for positions in the 
newly opened market window of dlc, and one of the interviewees 
claims that since Components got there first, pbl 3764 in fact set 
the standards of the dlc slic in usa. Another interviewee states that 
an open dlc slic standard was released by fcc, and with minor ad-
justments, pbl 3764 was able to meet that standard. Either way, the 
circuit received a lot of attention and turned out to be a large suc-
cess in usa.  

At the time – in the early 1990’s – there were different slic 
standards and criteria in different countries, but one of the inter-
viewees declares that the uniqueness of pbl 3764 made most coun-
tries, including the difficult Japanese market, abandon their alterna-
tive solutions in favour of the Swedish slic. The circuit was also 
copied by several competitors, which in turn led to a large amount 
of legal processes.  

 
pbl 3764 was a cutting edge technology circuit [which] saved the 
whole world [sic]. 

Interviewee, Ericsson Microelectronics  

 
However, the contradictions continue, as another interviewee argues 
that pbl 3764, originally developed for pbx applications, could not 
be fully adjusted to meet general dlc standards, let alone be a sales 
success on a global scale. All the same, pbl 3764 is, although some-
what modified, still marketed in some segments today. 

Complementing the product portfolio, two low-end pbx 
slics – pbl 3766 and pbl 3767 – were developed. These were rela-
tively inexpensive and of inferior quality, i.e. “industrial rather than 
telecom quality” (Projektföredragning, 1988), since the fcc stan-
dards did not apply on pbx solutions. All in all, the portfolio highly 
contributed to the 100% sales increase to approximately 4.5 million 
pieces annually in 1990-1991. 

Internally, Components was still manufacturing and deliver-
ing pbl 3790 to Ericsson Telecom. However, the aca2 line card 
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project was coming to an end, and a new slic for aca3 was re-
quired. During the 1980’s, Rifa/Components had proven to be a 
stable slic supplier, and thus Ericsson Telecom decided to give the 
assignment exclusively to the company. Once again the r&d process 
was fully financed by Ericsson, and in 1994, the aca3 line cards 
were released with slics delivered by Components.  

S T A G E  3 :  T H E  A D U L T H O O D  1 9 9 4 - 1 9 9 9  

Until the mid-1990’s, the operations of Ericsson Components were 
protected by the parent company – the businesses were considered a 
strategic development resource, still not necessarily profitable. The 
cost generating businesses were strongly questioned, especially 
throughout the deep recession in 1992-93, during which Compo-
nents’ slic sales dropped to approximately 3.2 million pieces while 
the costs basically stayed the same. It was argued that the outcomes 
of the cost generating businesses could be acquired at lower costs 
from external suppliers, and as a consequence, a major reorganisa-
tion was carried through in 1994, resulting in the formation of a 
number of business lines within Components (esp 94, 1994). Each 
business line would be strategically and economically responsible in 
terms of products (e.g. manufacturing), technology (r&d) and busi-
ness (marketing). 

The slic operations comprised such a business line, and the 
reorganisation brought a new focus set on profitability and custom-
ers. According to one of the interviewees, costs that had been of less 
importance and to some extent hidden in the earlier organisation 
were now clearly visible. The reorganisation was also physical in the 
sense that all the employees taking part in the slic operations were 
gathered in the same building. In an effort to reduce costs and guar-
antee continuous quality improvement, Total Quality Management 
(tqm) principles and methods were introduced (esp 93, 1993). Fo-
cus in the manufacturing units – fabs – was set on highly automated 
facilities and highly educated work force, enabling the achievement 
of “high yields, flexibility and superior quality”, and r&d and 
manufacturing processes were to be “streamlined and harmonized” 
in order to supply competitive products in terms of cost and delivery 
lead time. The fabs were also modified to allow circuit manufactur-
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ing on 6” and 8” wafers11. External foundry sources were to be es-
tablished via long-term relationships, securing the ability to increase 
volumes without high investment risks. From this new tqm perspec-
tive, crucial factors such as core competence and stability of human 
resources were also stressed.  

As the life cycle of the ‘Rolls Royce slic’ pbl 3764 was com-
ing to an end, the project of developing the next generation started 
in 1994. One of the interviewees states that another contributing 
factor was the increasing competitive pressure from amd – strength-
ened by its corporate transformation and the success with micro-
processors compatible with ibm computers – and Harris, which at 
the time had grown a worldwide competitor (Web Sites Advanced 
Micro Devices and Harris Corporation, 2002). In the same year, the 
relatively new stand-alone player STMicroelectronics completed a 
strong initial public offering (Web Site STMicroelectronics, 2002). 
At Components, a comparatively extended preparatory phase – with 
the purpose of shortening the actual time-to-market – was initiated.  

During this period a severe conflict arose in the r&d team. 
Two very strong personalities had inconsistent ideas about the de-
sign and construction, and this disagreement spread throughout the 
entire team, splitting it informally in two separate teams. Prior to 
the separation, the r&d team would waste a lot of energy on the in-
ternal conflict, and in order to maintain focus on the work, it was 
decided by management not to interfere in the separation. The sepa-
ration naturally brought about competition and rivalry, and in turn 
two highly motivated r&d teams who were racing each other to 
“get there first”. This was another reason for management not to in-
terfere.   

 
Everything can be improved, a constructor is never done. A clear 
motivation for satisfaction achieved, ‘enough is enough’, is there-
fore required, and this was accomplished through the two com-
peting teams. 

Interviewee, Ericsson Microelectronics 

 
In 1995, a Strategic Planning Team was formed in order to coordi-
nate the strategic planning of the business lines within the Microe-
                                         
11 Circuits were traditionally manufactured on 2” or 4” wafers. Since the wafers are circular, the production yield (the 
actual number of performing circuits manufactured divided by the potential number of circuits) naturally increases 
with the size of the wafers, all else being equal, and an adjustment to manufacturing on larger wafers would reduce 
costs.   
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lectronics division, mainly to find synergies (esp 95, 1995). Cross-
divisional strategic coordination, although in much weaker forms, 
was also carried through. In the same year, the second phase of the 
project was initiated, and the two teams started working on their 
separate slic solutions.  

In the 1980’s, the slics were developed in close relation and 
cooperation with the customers. 

 
In those days, the operators would virtually be fingering the very 
silicon. 

Interviewee, Ericsson Microelectronics 

 
The customers would sometimes hold even more expertise than the 
manufacturers about how to use the slics, especially concerning the 
systems and applications in which the slics were assembled. Over 
the years, the customers deliberately grew to be ever more isolated 
from the development process, whereas the telecom industry was 
deregulated in one country after another, thus spreading competence 
over an increasing number of players. Previously, the products in the 
pots equipment industry were released with a tested reference de-
sign, basically declaring with what equipment (from other compa-
nies) and under what conditions the product would perform. The is-
sue was then consequently to have a large reference design sheet to 
be able target a wide market segment. However, the general de-
crease in the level of product expertise and know-how on part of the 
prospects brought about a need of changing the marketing strate-
gies. The pots equipment had to be shipped as a more or less com-
plete system, and for this reason, Components hunted partners with 
whom to specify and develop the next generation slics. Together 
with the American line card manufacturer Pulsecom, what was to be 
the first circuit of the next generation was specified. Although 
Pulsecom eventually experienced a severe downturn, and thereby 
had to be omitted as a prospect, a fruitful way of operating had 
been developed.  

In 1996, the largest overhaul of American telecommunica-
tions legislation in 62 years was carried out with the Telecommuni-
cations Act of 1996. The goal of this new law was to let any com-
pany enter any communications business – to let any communica-
tions business compete in any market against any other (Web Site 
Federal Communications Commission, 2002). The Telecommunica-
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tions Act of 1996 also conduced to the restructuring of at&t into 
three separate publicly traded companies, of which one was the in-
dependent component manufacturer Lucent Technologies (Web Site 
Lucent Technologies, 2002). The microelectronics business of the 
company – Agere Systems – was the new competitor to Ericsson 
Components.  

After the first specifications, the separate slic solutions were 
ultimately fused to form a flexible family that could be adapted to 
various applications. The working title for the new slic family was 
– consequently – pbl 386 xx. It was considered by the developers, 
however, that such a name could be associated with Intel’s expiring 
pc processors (386), and another name had to be invented. Only 
two or three months before the public release, the name Flexislic 
was suggested from one of the r&d teams, and the two solutions 
were known as Flexislic 1 and Flexislic 2. The two separate solu-
tions were aimed at basically the same co applications, overlapping 
each other to a certain extent, but positioned by function and price 
within the Flexislic family. The extremely broad and highly adap-
tive family was a new approach to an old problem. Up to that point, 
every application had required a unique solution, but since Compo-
nents’ ‘family solution’ could be adapted to various applications, 
Flexislic initiated a new era in slic business. Components’ com-
petitors later developed similar solutions.   

The interviewees express that the period between a “nearly 
finished product” and the actual public release was perceived as 
very long and painful, but when Flexislic eventually was available 
on the market in 1997 the timing was excellent. The interviewees 
suggest that prior to 1997, the market had not been mature enough 
for such a solution, but when it was finally marketed, it highly con-
tributed to a 25% sales increase to 14.5 million pieces in 1997, and 
it is considered that Flexislic, especially Flexislic 1, by far is the 
company’s largest success in the slic business area.  

During this period, the relations with the internal customer 
Ericsson Telecom were damaged as Components experienced draw-
backs in the manufacturing process of the aca3 slics. Ultimately, 
management at Components sensed that the customer’s confidence 
in the company as a single-source supplier was decreasing, and to 
prevent Ericsson Telecom from engaging an ‘own’ second-source 
supplier, a partnership between Components and Sony Semiconduc-
tor Company was initiated in 1997 (esp 97, 1997). Part of the 
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manufacturing was moved to Sony, which resulted in increased pro-
duction stability, flexibility, and volume (which in turn resulted in 
economies of scale advantages), and the confidence was restored. 

After finishing the Flexislic projects in 1997, the construc-
tors directly involved in the conflict left Components. This was a 
tough loss of expertise and experience in the slic area, but fortu-
nately for the company, the majority of the team members decided 
to stay in the re-joint r&d team, which now focused on the next 
generation slics. A new tqm strategy was established, in which 
construction lead times were to be reduced by minimising sequential 
flows, interrupted r&d processes and unplanned work (esp 97, 
1997). Close cooperation with external partners, and cooperation 
programs with American, Chinese, Italian, Japanese and Swedish 
universities would also be used as a means to enhance the tqm 
strategy. In addition it was decided that all r&d was to be brought 
back to Kista, and the main reason for this was that the proximity 
to production would enable rapid construction feedback – consid-
ered a crucial element to success (esp 97, 1997).   

In accordance with the tqm strategy, partners with whom to 
repeat the Pulsecom operation were sought for the developing of the 
next generation slics.  

 
Releasing an interesting product with the appropriate data sheets 
was just not sufficient. 

Interviewee, Ericsson Microelectronics 

 
The new slic, whose first drafts actually were presented in a thesis 
work in 1995, was to generate the ring signal itself12, and in 1998, a 
‘learning partnership’ on equal terms was initiated with American 
cable-tv modem manufacturer Broadcom, which needed a partner 
for voice-over-ip modems. Coming from the datacom industry, 
Broadcom had no experience in telecom, and Components was 
naturally in the opposite position. As a result, Broadcom provided 
the system (modem), and Components provided the pots interface, 
which was to be the first Ringing Flexislic. 

During the boosting years of 1996 and (especially) 1997, 
Components finally achieved the desired 10% share of the global co 
market, and 18% of the total slic market (substituting solutions 

                                         
12 Traditionally, the POTS ring signal is created by a separate ring signal generator in the exchange. 
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such as transformers held approximately 45% of the global co 
market), which in relative terms to the strongest opponent amd 
translated into .66. Other key players were Lucent (.66), Siemens 
(.66), Harris (.33), and STMicroelectronics (.33) (esp 98, 1998).  

The following year, 1998, provided a downturn in the semi-
conductor markets, and Components – as well as its competitors – 
encountered slower growth. The market downturn continued in 
1999 as a result of deteriorating international markets and the in-
dustrial malaise known as the ‘Asia Flu’ (Web Site Harris Corpora-
tion, 2002). For Components, the total slic sales dropped dramati-
cally from 14.5 million pieces in 1997 to 11.4 million in 1998 and 
8.6 million in 1999.  

E P I L O G U E  

As a result of the recession, the major semiconductor manufacturers 
almost unanimously opened significant restructuring programs. In 
1999, Siemens Semiconductors turned into a legally independent af-
filiate to Siemens named Infineon Technologies (Web Site Infineon 
Technologies, 2002), and Harris sold its semiconductor business 
now called Intersil (Web Site Harris Corporation, 2002). amd’s 
Communication Products Division was turned into the independent 
company Legerity (Web Site Advanced Micro Devices, 2002), and 
Lucent initiated the spinning-off of its microelectronics operations 
Agere Systems (Web Site Lucent Technologies, 2002). Components 
restructured into two companies, of which one was Ericsson Mi-
croelectronics. The only major players that in fact did not restruc-
ture were Alcatel Microelectronics (former Alcatel Mietec) and 
STMicroelectronics. However, in April 2002, STMicroelectronics 
intentions to acquire Alcatel’s microelectronics business were an-
nounced (Web Site Alcatel Microelectronics, 2002). Two months 
later, Infineon’s intentions to acquire – or form a ‘strategic alliance’ 
with, as Ericsson ceo Kurt Hellström put it – Ericsson Microelec-
tronics were made public (Web Site Ericsson, 2002). 
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C h a p t e r  S i x  

A N A LY S I S  

s demonstrated by the forthcoming analysis, the patterns in 
the weave of events over time suggest that this longitudinal 
study be split into three stages representing strategically 

fairly diverse periods. The first stage comprises the years 1979-
1985, the very childhood of Rifa’s slic development and manufac-
turing. The silicon was new, and slics were developed for one sole 
purpose – to be assembled in Ericsson Telecom’s axe exchanges. 
The second stage between 1985 and 1994 could be described as the 
adolescence years. Like every teenager, Rifa’s slic operations (and 
later Components’) wanted to a certain extent break free from the 
parent company and operate externally, and the transatlantic adven-
ture was initiated. The final stage of this study – 1994-1999 – pre-
sents a mature business unit with new strategic challenges.  

Moreover, as stated in the first chapter of this paper, the 
Hedlöf & Janson study (2000) concluded that creating “dynamics 
and to build in an acceptance of change” is a necessity when trying 
to cope with turbulent contexts. Other researchers use the notions 
of strategic flexibility (e.g. Das & Elango, 1995; Volberda, 1997; 
Sanchez, 1997) shaped by high innovation rates, networks and alli-
ances, and organisational elasticity and adaptiveness when prescrib-
ing the same medicine. From this perspective, our ambition is to 
conceptualise the stages of this study with reference to tech genera-
tions, strategic alliances, and organisational flexibility.        

S T A G E  1 :  T H E  C H I L D H O O D  1 9 7 9 - 1 9 8 5  

Tech Generations 

The process of defining and specifying the design of the ic solution 
that would be a part of Ericsson Telecom’s aca2 line card project 
was initiated in 1979, and seven years later only two products (or 
generations) had been released. This low innovation rate (approxi-
mately one generation every 42 months) would be contrasting to 
Brown’s & Eisenhardt’s notions of reaching and maintaining high 

A 
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frequencies of product innovation in order to create rhythm and or-
der in turbulent contexts. However, at this initial stage – the very 
childhood of Rifa’s slic business – the innovation rate may be con-
sidered low, but one should also bear in mind that the process 
started virtually from scratch (abandoning the previous transformer 
solution in favour of a slic/slac solution) and it comprised two 
very different technological generations (hybrid-component mono-
lith chipsets and fully integrated silicon slics). 

Strategic Alliances 

For the r&d process of the slics of the aca2 line card project, Rifa 
formed a partnership with Ellemtel. Through this alliance, Rifa cre-
ated strong vertical bonds with the future customer Ericsson Tele-
com (part of Ericsson, which in turn was one of the parties forming 
Ellemtel). This linking partnership implied sharing of information, 
specifications and expertise. Moreover, the arrangement also bore 
some leaping elements, as it allowed Rifa to jump into an entirely 
new market area in terms of technology.  

Volberda argues that alliances between companies where re-
sources of different kinds are mutually exchanged lead to strategic 
flexibility, but in this case the alliance rather drove Rifa into a state 
of ‘strategic rigidity’. To a great extent the arrangement allowed 
Ellemtel to control Rifa in terms of r&d and manufacturing proc-
esses, and concurrently, Ellemtel forced the involved parties Rifa 
and amd into a learning partnership in order to prevent dependency 
on only one supplier. However, the parties participated in this alli-
ance more or less involuntarily, and between the lines our data sug-
gest that neither Rifa nor amd actively sought to uphold and profit 
from it. Maybe it was disinterest, distrust caused by misinterpreta-
tions and obligations, or the indicated lack of resources – or perhaps 
a combination of the three – that made the partnership eventually 
fade away.  

In 1985, a second-source arrangement was designed with 
Plessey. Once more, Rifa was forced into an alliance – this time by 
Ericsson Telecom’s customer bt – and was obliged to hand over the 
manufacturing of pbl 3735. This type of arrangement, where cer-
tain value-chain activities are replaced by another company, is re-
ferred to by Preece as a leaning partnership. The possible disadvan-
tages pointed out by Preece – reduced expertise and know-how con-
cerning the discarded activities and thereby increasing partner de-
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pendency – had little or no effect as the replaced manufacturing only 
comprised that of a derived product while the remaining production 
of the aca2 slics continued in Kista.  

Moreover, Preece argues that the risk of creating a competi-
tor is great when handing over production processes as the other 
party gains knowledge it presumably did not possess. In this case 
however, prior to the arrangement with Rifa, Plessey was a minor 
player in the semiconductor industry, and our data do not suggest 
that the alliance significantly strengthened the British company’s 
competitiveness. Nevertheless, the alliance did have some learning 
elements, as both organisations were enabled to study each other.  

Organisational Flexibility 

From an organisational perspective, this stage presents an organisa-
tion relatively controlled by its alliances in terms of r&d and pro-
duction. Ellemtel/Ericsson Telecom financed and set the conditions 
for the aca2 project, and there was little or no room for Rifa to 
move. It may be argued that Rifa responded rapidly to the introduc-
tion of silicon in the industry in the early 1980’s by forming a com-
pletely new silicon circuit division, and thereby demonstrated to be 
both organisationally flexible and willing to expose the business to 
challenging situations. However, the response can hardly be credited 
Rifa as the company was in all probability obliged to form this divi-
sion through the linking alliance with Ellemtel/Ericsson Telecom.   

S T A G E  2 :  T H E  A D O L E S C E N C E  1 9 8 5 - 1 9 9 4  

Tech Generations 

As stated earlier, the innovation rate at the start of this stage was 
rather low. Through the partnership with Plessey, Rifa managers 
were able to study the British company’s recently launched product 
design program, by which a new product design was to be intro-
duced every week. From the Brown & Eisenhardt perspective, such 
a program would improve the ability to bring order to the chaotic 
environment, but Rifa managers concluded that a high innovation 
rate is not beneficial or advantageous in itself, as “many products 
do not necessarily lead to high profits”. The reason for this may be 
found in the nature of the ic industry and Kodama’s notions of surf 
riding, according to which no company can expect to lead the race 
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in every tech generation. From this viewpoint, instead of investing 
heavily to enable the launching of a great number of products in an 
already ‘lost’ or ‘expiring’ generation, it may be more advantageous 
to focus on future generations where the company has better 
chances of leading the race and gaining higher profits. Furthermore, 
Rifa management wished to shift the company’s strategic focus from 
being an ic manufacturer to become a solution service provider, and 
they found that a high service level was incompatible with an ele-
vated number of products.  

In 1985, it was decided that Rifa products would also target 
the external pots equipment market, and six new products were de-
rived from pbl 3790 – thereby profiting from the investments al-
ready made. As the aca2 slic technology was slowly approaching 
peaking levels, Rifa released the 379x series (co slics), pbl 3764 
(dlc) and pbl 3766-67 (pbx). At first hand, it may seem as if the 
innovation rate sky-rocketed and finally reached the high levels re-
ferred to by Brown & Eisenhardt. However, in a wider perspective 
the six products belonged to very same tech generation as they all 
were derivates from pbl 3790 (but varied and adapted for their spe-
cific exchange platforms). Although the innovation rate was not sig-
nificantly increased (approximately one generation every 40 
months), in accordance with Das’ & Elango’s notions, the new port-
folio did enable Rifa to sense and respond to the environment with a 
large geographical and technological variety. On the other hand, the 
flexibility caused by the derived slics was to some extent hampered 
by the fact that the original slic had been developed exclusively for 
Ericsson Telecom, which made it difficult to adapt the new solutions 
to systems radically dissimilar to the axe exchange.    

pbl 3764 was originally a pbx slic, but as the dlc systems 
were introduced, the product was quickly modified to meet the fcc 
standards of the new platforms. Rifa was able to redirect its product 
offering so rapidly and successfully that pbl 3764 did not only meet 
the standards, but in fact to a great extent contributed to set new 
dlc standards. The circuit received a lot of attention and turned out 
to be a large success in usa, and it allowed Rifa to lead the race in 
the first dlc slic generation.  

Strategic Alliances 

As the market window in usa was opening up through the at&t 
split, further leaping elements were added to the established partner-
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ship with Ericsson Telecom. pbl 3790 was indirectly introduced on 
the us market via Ericsson Telecom’s axe exchanges, and although 
neither the exchanges nor the slics were able to meet the fcc stan-
dards, Rifa was given access to an entirely new market area in geo-
graphical terms. The indirect introduction allowed Rifa to become 
familiar with the American market, and when the company later de-
veloped and launched the ‘free’ 379x series in usa, barriers such as 
industry standards could be leapt over successfully.   

Parallel to the progressing alliance with Plessey and the mul-
tifaceted arrangement with Ericsson Telecom, Rifa initiated a sec-
ond-source partnership with ti in 1987. The arrangement included 
both what Preece refers to as leaning and learning elements, as part 
of the Rifa ic manufacturing was handed over to ti, while knowl-
edge and expertise about processes and products were mutually in-
terchanged.  

The competence thrust and the increased flexibility in pro-
duction and r&d that these alliances led to resulted in a relatively 
rapid response to the failure of the Ericsson Telecom axe exchanges 
in usa – the developing of the high-end 379x series. 

Organisational Flexibility 

In the mid-1980’s, Rifa decided to target the external pots equip-
ment market. Like a teenager’s rebellion, it was a way of justifying 
the existence of the slic business and demonstrating the ability to 
(at least partially) survive on its own. Leaving the safe haven of the 
parent company would naturally open up a new spectrum of threats 
and opportunities merging into challenging and potentially advanta-
geous situations. The effects of the at&t split, which tempted Erics-
son Telecom to introduce the axe exchanges on the American mar-
ket, and the following failure of Ericsson Telecom in usa, proved to 
be acts of serendipity to which Rifa was able to respond quickly. 
Resources were shifted from the capacitor division allowing the sili-
con circuit division to expand and replace the faithful old servant as 
the leading unit of the company, and in 1988, the capacitor division 
along with the corporate name Rifa was vended.  
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S T A G E  3 :  T H E  A D U L T H O O D  1 9 9 4 - 1 9 9 9  

Tech Generations 

In 1994, the aca2 slic technology was sloping downwards, and the 
aca3 line card project initiated in 1990 released a new line card 
monitored by a Components slic. The first generation external 
slics (the 379x series, pbl 3764, pbl 3766-67) were peaking, but 
their life cycles would soon be coming to an end. An extended pre-
paratory phase followed by a somewhat tumultuous r&d process 
ended in the release of the next tech generation – the adaptive Flex-
islic family – in 1997. The Flexislic generation was the fifth gen-
eration in 18 years (leaving an innovation rate of approximately one 
generation every 44 months), but the first to generate large profits. 
The company had to some extent (our data are somewhat contradic-
tory here) led the race with pbl 3764, and according to Kodama’s 
notions of surf riding, another company would lead the race in the 
next generation. But this was not the case – although Components’ 
competitors shortly after developed similar solutions, thereby deny-
ing the company the relief of a truly dominant design (in accordance 
with Utterback’s studies) – the Flexislic family solution initiated a 
new era in slic business, and Components took a momentary lead 
once more. Flexislic was the company’s first profitable slic, in-
creasing sales by 25% and achieving a market share of 18% (.66 
relatively). 

Strategic Alliances 

The linking partnership with Ericsson Telecom continued after the 
release of aca3 line card in 1994. The tqm strategy established the 
same year pronounced the ambitions to secure the ability to increase 
volume without high investment risks by actively seeking leaning al-
liances. However, our data do not suggest that this intended strategy 
was realised until 1997.  

Nevertheless, in 1994, a partnership of learning nature was 
initiated with American line card manufacturer Pulsecom. Although 
Flexislic was to be a highly adaptive and to some extent generic 
product family, the circuits could not – like the antecedent external 
generation – be marketed as ‘free’, standalone slics. The pots 
equipment had to be shipped as a more or less complete system, and 
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so Components and Pulsecom interchanged technologies and skills 
and designed the first platform in which a Flexislic was assembled.  

The aforementioned intended strategy of establishing leaning 
alliances was realised in 1997, when a second-source partnership be-
tween Components and Sony Semiconductor Company was initi-
ated. Through this arrangement, Components successfully sought to 
increase the aca3 slic production stability, flexibility, and volume, 
and thereby restoring Ericsson Telecom’s declining confidence. The 
arrangement was also of a locking out nature, as another objective 
was to eliminate the risk of competitive pressure from a possible 
second-source supplier engaged by the customer – i.e. closing the 
door and preserving the existing advantages. 

In 1998, yet another learning partnership was established – 
this time with American cable modem manufacturer Broadcom. The 
market demands of complete systems instead of discrete components 
had grown even more intense than in 1994, and Components was 
more or less forced to repeat the Pulsecom operation with another 
party. Together with Broadcom, Components designed the first so-
lution of the next generation – Ringing Flexislic.  

Organisational Flexibility 

1994 was the year of the dramatic reorganisation, in which the 
business lines were formed. In the wake of this reorganisation, a 
new tqm strategy was established, and the direction was clearly 
conducive to higher levels of strategic flexibility. Internally, flexibil-
ity in production and work force would be achieved through highly 
educated employees, and streamlined processes in highly automated 
fabs. The fabs were also modified to allow circuit manufacturing 
from 6” and 8” wafers, which resulted in increased yields, reduced 
unit costs, and thereby production elasticity. The aforementioned 
ambitions to form leaning alliances would further amplify the pro-
duction flexibility.  

Later that year, the increasing competitive pressure forced 
Components to start developing the next generation slics. As men-
tioned above, the new generation turned out to be extremely suc-
cessful, and there was naturally a wide variety of reasons for this, 
most of which were acts of serendipity to which Components – de-
liberately or not – was able to adapt and react. First of all, the tim-
ing of the release was excellent, as the economic situation in 1996-
97 was boosting. For a number of reasons, the release was delayed, 
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and it was thereby ‘forced’ to coincide with the favourable economic 
situation, and in particular the effects of the American Telecommu-
nications Act of 199613. The fact that competition on the largest na-
tional telecommunications market in the world was set free natu-
rally implied a boost on part of the prospect base.  

Moreover, in the process of developing the new generation, 
r&d management proved to be very smooth and flexible, which 
seems to have improved the r&d process as well as its outcome. The 
informal split of the r&d team, which in turn largely brought moti-
vation in terms of in-house competition and rivalry, and manage-
ment’s decision not to interfere, are analogous to Stacey’s concepts 
of spontaneously formed self-organising groups with own challenges 
and objectives and how to manage these. Our data do not suggest 
that management did encourage the groups to form, but the two 
teams were allowed to auto-control after the fact. If the r&d team 
had not been split, Stacey suggests that the open questioning and the 
interchanging states of conflict and consensus would have created 
group dynamics favourable to complex learning, which can be a 
means to deal with turbulence. Either way, the whole competence 
and expertise of the group would have been focused in one single 
project. This could hypothetically have been beneficial to the r&d 
work in terms of a shortened and more efficient process, which al-
together would have resulted in a superior product earlier. How-
ever, as our interviewees commented, the market had not been ma-
ture enough for the Flexislic family prior to 1997, and in addition, 
the release would not have enjoyed the effects from the Telecommu-
nications Act of 1996 to the same extent.  

The r&d teams separating may also be extended to have re-
sulted in a broader market offering with which a wider market seg-
ment could be targeted. Nevertheless, the wider market segment 
could possibly have been reached by only one solution by adding 
some functions to either of them, and an alternative strategy could 
therefore have been to remove one of the solutions. 

Finally, yet another contributing factor to the Flexislic suc-
cess was the very name. As commented, the 1990’s meant a general 
decrease in the level of product expertise and know-how on part of 
the customers. From this perspective, the marketing process ought 

                                         
13 Considering the influence of the telecom industry in the ‘new economy’, it would be interesting to investigate 
whether the Telecommunications Act of 1996 in fact was one of the contributing factors behind the boosting eco-
nomic situation. This is, however, the subject of another (hopefully forthcoming) study of economic nature.   
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to have been simplified and improved by the introduction of a brand 
name – a somewhat generic product family under a brand name 
ought to be more gratifying to sell than a separate circuit known as 
an alpha-numeric combination, like for instance pbl 3764 (Porter 
[1985] also stresses the importance of creating a brand name for dif-
ferentiation reasons). In addition, the creative act of recognising the 
threat of association with an already expiring semiconductor in the 
infocom industry, and then naming the next generation ‘Flexislic’, 
came from an unexpected direction – the r&d teams. As suggested 
by Robinson & Stern, the act was self-initiated and unofficial, and 
management was attentive enough to respond to and then carry 
through the proposal. It may be argued that being creative is part of 
an r&d employee’s job assignment, but that is generally limited to 
technological innovation. Regarding product names and other 
means to improve marketing of the product, product and marketing 
managers are usually responsible for the creativity.    

In 1997, the tqm strategy was revised. The previous strategy 
– with a clear production flexibility focus – was replaced by a firmer 
one. Obviously, the stress caused by too much flexibility – to which 
Das & Elango refer – may have had an impact on the change of 
route. The turmoil in the r&d process may also have contributed to 
alter focus to reducing lead times by minimising sequential flows, in-
terrupted r&d processes and unplanned work. According to the no-
tions of Robinson & Stern, the room for corporate creativity would 
however have been reduced by the intentions to minimise unplanned 
work.  
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T H E  E N T I R E  P R O C E S S  1 9 7 9 - 1 9 9 9  
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Tech generations 

Throughout the study, the innovation rate in terms of tech genera-
tions is rather low, and in fact tends to decline (although a decrease 
of 10% in this context may be considered negligible). Although Rifa 
management was aware of the fact that other companies in the in-
dustry used elevated innovations rates as a strategic means, Rifa 
maintained the low pace. This would contrast to the observations of 
Brown & Eisenhardt and Das & Elango suggesting high and rhyth-
mic innovation rates. The reasons for this contradiction may very 
well be found in the nature of the slic industry. Developing a new 
slic generation generally requires heavy investments in r&d and 
production, and these investments naturally have a negative impact 
on the profitability. In addition, installation and maintenance of the 
pstn require heavy investments on part of the operators, and subse-
quently they are not very keen on replacing the systems too fre-
quently. A too elevated innovation rate would therefore imply that 
every x generation is left unattended and with poor market poten-
tial, and in consequence it becomes nothing but a burden for the 
supplier – not because the product characteristics shake them out 
for Darwinian reasons (i.e. survival of the fittest), but because the 
customers are both unwilling and unable to invest in new systems at 
that rate.  

On the other hand, what do seem to be important is that 
every generation is able to cover large technological and geographi-
cal areas. In the first external generation, six pbl 3790 derivates 
covered a range from cos to pbxs from Far East and Eastern Europe 
to usa and Japan. In the following generation, the coverage was 
successfully ensured by the Flexislic family. This ability to cover 
large areas enhances the company’s sensitivity to environmental 
changes and its capacity to react to market activity and turbulence, 
which to a certain extent connects this study with the observations 
of Das & Elango in spite of the aforementioned contradiction. 

Utterback’s observations that no dominant design will pre-
vail in the ic industry are supported by our data. Even though the 
pbl 3764 generation enjoyed a somewhat leading position, its life 
cycle only lasted seven years before it was replaced by the generic 
Flexislic family generation. However, there seems to be a possibil-
ity to bypass Kodama’s surf riding ‘rules’ (in addition to Utterback’s 
observations). The same company may very well lead the race in 
consecutive generations if the turbulent currents stir up the right 
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combination of opportunities and serendipitous acts, and the com-
pany is flexible enough to (or just happen to) respond to and take 
advantage of these. 

Regarding the nature of innovation, the analysis of our study 
joins the notions of Van den Ven & Garud. The first external gen-
eration was derived from pbl 3790, and it was shaped by for exam-
ple alliances with Ellemtel/Ericsson Telecom, Plessey and ti; by aspi-
rations of the young slic business to break free from the parent 
company; and by the at&t split. Flexislic was derived from pbl 
3764 (which belonged to the first external generation), and was 
shaped by alliances with Pulsecom and Ericsson Telecom; by organ-
isational flexibility and turbulence in the r&d process; and by the 
Telecommunications Act of 1996. These examples demonstrate that 
the process is not one of punctuated equilibrium but one of a steady 
progress over time in which micro-events accumulate to innovative 
advances.   

Strategic Alliances 

During the period, the international and national alliances formed 
by the company’s slic business and other parties are abundant, to 
say the least. As depicted by the graphical illustration of strategic 
periods, the motives behinds the alliances range from learning to 
locking out, and in accordance with what Volberda and Sanchez 
suggest, the multitude of alliances have clearly enhanced the strate-
gic flexibility mainly through sharing, borrowing and/or acquiring 
skills and expertise (amd, Plessey, ti, Pulsecom, Broadcom, Ellem-
tel/Ericsson Telecom), but also by establishing better coordination 
vertically (Ericsson Telecom), and finally by the ability to temporar-
ily increase production without investment risks (Plessey, ti, Sony). 
Still, the locking out alliance with Sony was not very conducive to 
flexibility – it rather forced Components into a rigid and vulnerable 
state (in regards to the aca3 slic production), in which what Preece 
refers to as fake sense of security emerged. Nevertheless, the fear of 
increasing competitive pressure which drove Components to form 
the alliance with Sony was sensed through the close vertical bonds 
with the customer, and the rapid response to the threat was a fruit 
of the amplified flexibility originated in the alliance with Ericsson 
Telecom. 

Remarkably often elements of more than one of the motives 
are combined. The alliances are initiated with one objective or a 
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frame or objectives, but as the cooperation progresses, more ele-
ments are added. A possible reason for this is that the parties in-
volved naturally can benefit more from a multidimensional alliance, 
and as the bonds grow stronger and the reliance on the other party 
increases over time, the alliance is extended to other areas. The 
amount of interorganisational ties binding a multidimensional alli-
ance may also reduce the risks and negative effects related to strate-
gic alliances.  

However, even though the multidimensional alliances create 
strong bonds between the parties involved, our study suggests that 
turbulent contexts calls for a great flexibility in terms of forming, 
breaking up, and building new alliances. The alliances throughout 
the study are unanimously initiated for specific projects, and even 
though the arrangement over time is spread to other areas and di-
mensions, the alliance is ended when the initial project is over. Nev-
ertheless, if factors such as voluntary initiatives and full attention 
from the parties involved are missing, the alliance will end prema-
turely. The learning partnership between Rifa and amd faded away 
in a combination of disinterest, distrust caused by misinterpretations 
and obligations, and a lack of resources. 

Organisational Flexibility 

At the start of the study, Rifa was controlled by the alliance with 
Ellemtel/Ericsson Telecom in terms of organisational structure and 
r&d and production processes. This drove Rifa into a state of ‘stra-
tegic rigidity’, which also turned out to have an impact on the com-
pany’s strategy formation throughout the entire period. The first ex-
ternal generation (from which Flexislic was developed) was derived 
from pbl 3790, and the slics were therefore limited to systems simi-
lar to that of Ericsson Telecom. 

In the mid- and late 1980’s, Rifa progressively turned more 
flexible as resources were reallocated to strengthen the promising 
silicon division. In fact, what used to be one of Rifa’s corner stones 
was sold and the new name of Ericsson Components was acquired. 
In the third stage of this study, the organisational flexibility reached 
peaking levels from various perspectives. The established tqm strat-
egy was a formal act conducive to strategic flexibility as its ambi-
tions were to increase flexibility in production and work force with 
streamlined processes, modernised fabs, and strategic alliances. In-
formally, managers at Components allowed the conflicts and tur-
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moil which lined the r&d process, as well as the consequences of 
self-forming groups, to autocontrol. Within-company communica-
tion and self-initiated and unofficial work were also supported in-
formally. In extension, these actions resulted in a brand new, highly 
sophisticated slic generation which arrived just at the right moment 
to enjoy the favourable market climate in the wake of the Telecom-
munications Act of 1996. At the end of the study, Components de-
liberately reduced the organisational flexibility somewhat, as the 
new tqm pronounced the ambitions of reducing lead times by 
minimising sequential flows, interrupted r&d processes and un-
planned work. 
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C h a p t e r  S e v e n  

C O N C L U S I O N S  

n this closing chapter, we turn our heads back to the opening 
one, in which two central questions were presented. The first 
one addressed the Hedlöf & Janson (2000) study about whether 

an empirical study also would conclude that the secret of coping 
with turbulence lies in creating “dynamics and to build in an accep-
tance of change” – i.e. creating strategic flexibility through high in-
novation rates, networks and alliances, and organisational elasticity 
and adaptiveness?  

The analysis demonstrates that – in contrast to Brown’s & 
Eisenhardt’s observations – high innovation rates do not necessarily 
lead to a greater potential to be successful in a turbulent context. If 
a low frequency is maintained (deliberately or not), the risk of end-
ing up with tech generations or products without a market is signifi-
cantly reduced. Instead, flexibility can be achieved by shaping the 
products forming a generation to a large net covering huge geo-
graphical and technological areas.  

Utterback’s observations that no dominant design will pre-
vail in the ic industry are supported by our data. Even though the 
pbl 3764 generation enjoyed a somewhat leading position, its life 
cycle only lasted seven years before it was replaced by the generic 
Flexislic family generation. However, there seems to be a possibil-
ity to bypass Kodama’s surf riding ‘rules’ (in addition to Utterback’s 
observations). The same company may very well lead the race in 
consecutive generations if the turbulent currents stir up the right 
combination of opportunities and serendipitous acts, and the com-
pany is flexible enough to (or just happen to) respond to and take 
advantage of these. 

In terms of networks and alliances, these seem to be an ex-
tremely important contribution to survival in turbulent contexts. 
One condition, however, is that voluntary initiatives are taken, and 
that full attention is given the alliance. When a company is about to 
enter a new business area, alliances of linking and leaping characters 
are the most important, but over time learning and to some extent 
leaning alliances grow to dominate. The analysis also demonstrates 

I
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that alliances grow increasingly multidimensional, but in spite of the 
strong bonds created between the participating parties in multidi-
mensional alliances, the arrangements tend to be rather short-lived 
and project-based. The actions of forming, breaking up, and build-
ing new alliances are equally important.  

Regarding organisational flexibility, it seems to be a neces-
sity in turbulent environments. However, when a company enters – 
especially when it takes a leap – into a new market area, organisa-
tional flexibility is not a top priority. Instead, as discussed previ-
ously, the main concern is to build strong alliances, and the disad-
vantages of ‘strategic rigidity’ these alliances may cause in terms of 
organisational structure are outweighed by the emerging learning 
and leaping advantages. As the company grows familiar with the in-
dustry and the technology, the need for organisational flexibility in-
creases and the organisation should depart from the safe haven of 
the initial alliances. In accordance with Stacey’s observations, the 
organisation should be exposed to new, challenging situations which 
force the company to be flexible. This flexibility is crucial to be able 
to respond to environmental changes and to fully take advantage of 
the serendipitous occurrences the turbulent environment inevitably 
will offer. A flexible organisation is built up by innovative pillars 
based on what Robinson & Stern refer to as corporate creativity, to 
which self-forming, uncontrolled groups involved in self-initiated 
and unofficial activity are essential.   

Summarising, we have concluded that turbulence can be 
coped with by increasingly innovative and flexible companies able 
to respond to environmental changes through carefully designed 
product innovations covering large technological and geographical 
areas, building, breaking up and forming new multidimensional 
strategic alliances, and creating innovative organisational structures 
where the omnipresent corporate creativity is unleashed. From this 
perspective, we turn to the second and final question of this paper 
addressing whether turbulence, just like in hydromechanics, may 
even be desired, created, and maintained as a means to develop stra-
tegic positions and competitive advantages? At first hand, it may 
seem awkward to think that the actions of one single player in a 
large industry are able to give rise to any turbulent currents affecting 
the whole industry – to create turbulence. However, one of the most 
popular metaphors of the chaos theory is that of the butterfly whose 
wings generate enough air movement to create a hurricane in an-
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other part of the world. In accordance with this analogy, companies 
trying to deal with turbulence jump in and out of strategic alliances, 
generating uncertainty and new turbulent currents, which in turn 
make it extremely difficult for their competitors to predict the next 
move. The turbulent currents, which then are multiplied by those of 
other players’ actions sustaining or even amplifying the industry 
turbulence, have thereby created a competitive advantage. More-
over, it has been demonstrated that one way of dealing with the ex-
ternal turbulence is – at least to some extent – to create turbulence 
internally. By reducing control and facilitating within-company 
communication, self-forming groups, and self-initiated and unoffi-
cial activity, a flexible organisational structure with larger adaptive-
ness to the turbulent context will evolve. 
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A p p e n d i x  Tw o  

A B B R E V I AT I O N S  

3g The third generation mobile telephone network (see umts) 

amd Advanced Micro Devices, American semiconductor manufacturer 

at&t American Telephone & Telegraph, the ptt in the us 

bt British Telecom, the ptt in the uk 

co Central Office, the telephone company’s large central exchange 
serving thousands of subscribers 

codec COder DECoder (slac), which along with the slic performs the 
line card functions 

dlc Digital Loop Carrier, ‘middle-hand’ exchange which digitises the 
voice and then combines it with hundreds of others before sending 
them all to the co 

fcc Federal Communications Commission, regulatory body governing 
communications technologies in the us 

ic Integrated Circuit, silicon semiconductor 

isp Internet Service Provider, company specializing in offering end-
users access to the Internet. Does not have own communications 
network normally, but functions as a link between the user and 
the network operator 

itu International Telecommunications Union, United Nations agency 
dealing with telecommunications issues 

llu Local Loop Unbundling, the deregulation of the telecommunica-
tions markets in the European Union 

oem Original Equipment Manufacturer, a second-source company 
manufacturing and labelling the goods in the name of a first-
source company 

pbx Private Branch Exchange, exchange used in companies and organi-
sations to handle internal and external calls 

pots Plain Old Telephone System 

pstn Public Switched Telecom Network, the public telephone network  
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ptt Historically, the Ministry of Post, Telecommunications and Tele-
graph. Now a term to describe the incumbent, dominant operator 
in a country, many of which are being or have been privatised 

r&d Research and Development 

slac Subscriber Line Audio-processing Circuit, see codec 

slic Subscriber Line Interface Circuit, which along with the codec 
performs the line card functions 

ti Texas Instruments, American semiconductor manufacturer 

tqm Total Quality Management 

ttm Time to Market 

umts Universal Mobile Telephone Standard, the name for the third gen-
eration mobile telephone standard in Europe (3g) replacing gsm 
(which replaced nmt) 

xDSL Digital Subscriber Line, the family of data transmission technolo-
gies including ADSL, SDSL, VoDSL, etc. 
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A p p e n d i x  T h r e e  

S E M I C O N D U C TO R S  

arbon, silicon and germanium (germanium, like silicon, is 
also a semiconductor) have a unique property in their elec-
tron structure – each has four electrons in its outer orbital. 

This allows them to form nice crystals. The four electrons form per-
fect covalent bonds with four neighbouring atoms, creating a web. 
Carbon bears the crystalline form of a diamond, and in silicon, the 
crystalline form is a silvery, metallic-looking substance.  

Metals tend to be good conductors of electricity because 
they usually have ‘free electrons’ that can move easily between at-
oms, and electricity involves the flow of electrons. While silicon 
crystals look metallic, they are not, in fact, metals. All of the outer 
electrons in a silicon crystal are involved in perfect covalent bonds, 
so they cannot move around. A pure silicon crystal is nearly an insu-
lator – very little electricity will flow through it.  

However, the behaviour of silicon can be altered, and it can 
turned into a conductor through doping. In doping, a small amount 
of an impurity is mixed into the silicon crystal. There are two types 
of impurities: 

  
o n-type. In n-type doping, phosphorus or arsenic is added to 

the silicon in small quantities. Phosphorus and arsenic each 
have five outer electrons, and as the fifth electron has noth-
ing to bond to in the silicon lattice, it is free to move around. 
It takes only a very small quantity of the impurity to create 
enough free electrons to allow an electric current to flow 
through the silicon. Electrons have a negative charge – hence 
the name n-type.  

 
o p-type. In p-type doping, boron or gallium is the dopant. Bo-

ron and gallium each have only three outer electrons, and 
when mixed into the silicon lattice, they form ‘holes’ in the 
lattice where a silicon electron has nothing to bond to. The 
absence of an electron creates the effect of a positive charge – 
hence the name p-type. Holes can conduct current, as a hole 

C 
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happily accepts an electron from a neighbour, moving the 
hole over a space. 

 
A minute amount of either n-type or p-type doping turns a silicon 
crystal from a good insulator into a viable conductor – hence the 
name semiconductor. n-type and p-type silicon are not that amazing 
by themselves; but when you put them together, you get some very 
interesting behaviour at the junction. A two-layer junction – np or 
pn – forms a diode, while a transistor is created by using three layers 
in an npn or a pnp sandwich. When a small current is applied to the 
centre layer of the sandwich, a much larger current can flow 
through the sandwich as a whole, and this gives a transistor its 
switching behaviour. A small current can turn a larger current on 
and off. A silicon chip (semiconductor) can hold thousands of tran-
sistors. (Web Site How Stuff Works, 2002) 


